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Student A 

Judy Wanted a Big Dog 

There was a young lady. Judy was the name of the young lady. Judy was a 

dog lover. Judy want a large dog. Judy travelled to Japan to see a pet store. 

The grocer in Japan, on the other hand, only had little dogs. There were no 

large dogs present. She was depressed. She, on the other hand, did not give up. 

Judy then boarded a train to Russia. He went to a bank, but no huge dogs were 

present at that Russian bank. Judy was disappointed because there were no dogs at 

the Russian bank. 

Then, she made her way to Germany on foot. He visited a pet store. Judy 

was overjoyed since the pet shop in Germany had five large dogs. Judy went out 

and got a large white and brown dog. The purchase price was set at 5 million 

Euros. Judy was pleased have a large dog, but she had little money.    

 

Student B 

Weakness 

Once upon a time, in a school there was a child who liked to ridicule the 

weaknesses of others, his name was Jonny.  Jhonny likes to annoy mia by giving 

mia a cockroach.  He gives Mia a cockroach because Mia is afraid of cockroaches. 

Jhonny and Mia were assigned by their teacher to pick up used bottles on 

the school rooftop.  They both went up to the rooftop. When they got to the 

rooftop,  Johnny was scared,   then he ran back to class.  Mia returned to her class 

and gave the used bottle that the teacher asked for.  The teacher also asked jhonny 
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why he left mia on irooftop.  Jhonny realized that he also had a fear of heights and 

told this to his teacher.  His classmates laughed, and jhonny was very 

embarrassed. Then jhonny apologized to mia because he often taunted her, and 

promised never to bother again. 

 

Student C 

Odette , Princess of swan lake 

"Swan Lake" is a timeless love story that blends magic. Tragedy and 

romance into four acts. It features Prince Siegfried and a beautiful goose princess 

named Odette. Under the spell of a shaman, Odette spends her days as a swan 

swimming in a lake. The couple quickly fell in love. As in most fairy tales, things 

are not that easy and the shaman has more tricks to play. That brings Odile, into 

the picture. Confusion, forgiveness, and a happy ending with Siegfried and Odette 

together forever. 

 

Student D 

Too often playing Mobile games 

One day there was a boy named Dwik who was my younger brother. He 

likes playing games. The game was Mobile Legend. He often plays Mobile 

Legend games in his spare time, but sometimes he also forgets when playing 

games, to the point that he forgets time to eat and study. He once complained of 

sore eyes and injured his thumb. And his parents reprimanded him, to the point 

that his cell phone was confiscated so that what he wanted did not happen. And 
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finally, he only played the game when he finished studying with a maximum 

playing time of 1 hour. 

 

Student E 

Monkey Greedy 

One day there lived a monkey who was very greedy. Every day the 

monkey only spends his time to eating and sleeping. The greedy monkey friends 

invited him to find food together but the greedy monkey did not want to. When 

the monkey's friend came with food, the greedy monkey immediately snatched it 

from his friends. The greedy monkey friends are a little annoyed with the greedy 

monkey's behavior. 

Then one morning, the monkey friends invited the greedy monkeys to find 

food together. But the greedy monkey no longer wants to find food. Then one 

night the greedy monkey ran out of food. That is because they never go looking 

for food with their friends, the greedy monkeys starve all night long and make 

their stomachs hurt from not eating all night. 

 

Student F 

The Blind Girl 

There was a blind girl who was enraged by the world and detested 

everything. She didn't have many friends and just had one lover who adored her. 

She used to remark that if she could see him, she'd marry him. Someone 

unexpectedly gave her a set of eyeballs one day. She was taken aback when she 
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finally saw her lover and discovered that he was blind. “You can see me now, 

may we be married?” the man said. “And do what?” she answered. We'd never be 

content. I've regained my eyes, but you're still blind. I'm afraid it won't work out.” 

“I understand,” he murmured softly, a tear in his eye and a grin on his face. I 

simply want. 

 

Student G 

The Hen with the Silver Eggs 

A woman went to the market one day in an Arabian city and purchased a 

pretty hen. The hen she had bought produced a silver egg a few days later, make  

her shock. The woman felt sure she would never have to work again if the hen can 

be coaxed to lay more than one egg each day.As a result, the woman decided to 

force the hen to eat more in order to make it to produce more eggs. The only 

impact was that the hen died of indigestion and stopped laying eggs altogether. 

 

Student H 

a Hat Seller and The Monkeys 

Once upon a time, a hat salesman was traveling through the forest. He was 

exhausted and needed to take a break. Then he came to a halt and spread a towel 

underneath a tree. 

He sat down with his cap on his head, his bag full of hats close him. For one hour, 

the hat seller slept soundly. When he peered up into the sky, he was taken aback 

to discover monkeys sitting on the limbs of a tree, each with a hat on their heads. 
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It was clear that they were attempting to emulate him.Then he decided to return 

his headwear to the monkeys by making a simple request. The monkeys merely 

made faces at him in response. When he started making gestures, the monkeys 

followed suit. Finally, he came up with a brilliant idea. He thought to himself, 

"Monkeys are terrific imitators." So he removed his own headgear and tossed it to 

the ground. And, as he had predicted, all of the monkeys removed their headgear 

and tossed them on the ground. He quickly rose up, got the hats, placed them in 

his bag, and walked away. 

 

Student I 

Legend of Surabaya 

Sura and Baya are the two animals. The shark's name is Sura, and the 

crocodile's name is Baya. They're marine animals. Sura and Baya were seeking for 

food at the time. Baya saw a goat at the moment and said, "Yummy, this is my 

meal," and sura mentioned, "There's no way, "You're selfish." After that, they 

battled over goats. They were exhausted after a few hours. 

They live in various areas because they are bored of arguing. Sura is a 

water animal, whereas Baya is a land animal. They would never fight again 

because borders are beaches. One day, Sura went to the ground and looked for 

food in the river. He was very hungry and there wasn't much food in the sea. Baya 

is very angry when she finds out that Sura is reneging on a promise. They fought 

again. They both hit each other. Sura bites Baya's tail. Baya does the same thing to 
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Sura. He bites so hard that Sura finally gives up and returns to the sea. Baya 

happy. 

 

Student J 

Ana And The Frog 

Ana enjoyed running around in the fields. Her parents lived near a rice 

field, which they frequented on a daily basis. Ana may play beside a tiny brook 

and get his feet wet there. Ana like hunting tiny game. Crickets, frogs, and 

fireflies were among his favorite prey. She captured a frog and put it in a jar one 

day. When she was ready to pick up the frog, the frog glanced at hers and said, "If 

you kiss me, I will become a Prince." Ana finally kissed the frog, and he was 

transformed into a prince. They were good friends after that. 

 

Student K 

Snow white 

Once upon a time, a Queen sat behind the window, stitched and watched 

the snow fall. Her finger was accidentally injured by a sewing needle, and her 

blood flowed into the snow. As a result, the queen also desired a kid with skin as 

white as snow and lips as crimson as blood. After some time had passed, the 

queen gave birth to a child named Snow White, as he had predicted. Snow White's 

mother died when she was a young girl, and her father married a wicked queen. 

"Who is the most gorgeous woman in ther earth?" the queen questioned the 

magical mirror every day. "You are the most gorgeous," the magical mirror said. 
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And then the queen asked the mirror the same question again, but ther time she 

received a different answer. The queen felt angry and planned to murder the most 

beautiful snow white in the country after the magic mirror stated it. Snow White 

bought and ate a poisoned apple that the queen disguised as a merchant of 

poisoned apples. Snow White eventually fell slumber, joined by the dwarves, for a 

long time. One day, a prince went to the forest and saw the sleeping Snow White; 

the prince liked her and kissed her, causing Snow White to awaken from her 

slumber. They both married and had a happy life together. 

 

Student L 

The Fox and the Grapes 

A fox was wandering through the woods one day when he noticed a 

cluster of grapes,  hanging from a high limb. The fox said, "Just the thing to 

quench my thirst." The fox took a few paces back and leapt, narrowly missing the 

dangling grapes. The fox stepped back a few yards and attempted to approach 

them again, but was unsuccessful. "They're probably sour anyways," the fox 

grumbled as he turned his nose up. Then the fox started walking away. 

Student M 

The Rabbit and the Turtle 

A rabbit was bragging about how fast he could sprint one day. He was 

giggling at the turtle's sluggishness. The rabbit was surprised when the turtle 

challenged him to a race. The rabbit accepted the challenge since he believed it 

was a nice prank. The fox was supposed to be the race's umpire. The rabbit started 
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the race far ahead of the turtle, exactly as everyone expected. When the rabbit 

reached the midway point, he couldn't find the turtle. He was hot and fatigued, so 

he decided to pull over and take a sleep. The turtle continued to move in a step-

by-step way during this time. No matter how hot or exhausted he was, he never 

gave up. He simply kept going and going. 

However, the rabbit slept longer than he had anticipated and awoke. The 

turtle was nowhere to be seen! He raced to the finish line at high speed, and the 

turtle had arrived first. 

 

Student N 

Golden Eggs and Geese 

One time a farmer went to the goose's nest and found eggs there, all 

yellow and shiny. When he took it, it weighed like a rock. He's going to throw it 

away because he thinks someone's playing him. But when looking back, he took it 

home and he happily discovered that it was a pure golden egg! He sells eggs for a 

lot of money. Every morning geese lay another golden egg and soon the farmer is 

enriched by selling eggs. When he gets rich, he also gets greedy. "Why should I 

wait to get only one egg a day?" He thought. "I'll open the goose and remove all 

the eggs at once." When the goose hears the farmer's plan, he flies to a nearby 

farm. So when the farmer came out the next day, he didn't put anything in the 

goose nest. 

Student O 

Three Fishes 
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Three fish used to reside in a pond. Some fisherman happened to be 

passing by the pond one evening and noticed the fish. “There are a lot of fish in 

this pond. We've never fished in this area before. We need to return with our nets 

early tomorrow morning to catch these fish.” The fisherman then left. 

The eldest fish was disturbed when he heard this. He gathered the other 

fish and said, "We must leave this pond immediately." Tomorrow, the fisherman 

will come back and slaughter us all.” The second fish nodded in agreement. The 

youngest fish chuckled. “Should these folks be allowed to return? I'm not leaving; 

my good fortune will keep me safe.'The eldest fish and his entire family fled the 

pond that evening. When the second fish noticed the fishermen approaching in the 

location early the next morning, he immediately left the pond with his entire 

family. Even then, the third fish refused to depart. 

When the fishermen arrived, they caught all of the remaining fish in the 

pond. 

 

Student P 

Pinocchio 

Once upon a time, there was a period when Lonely amid a vast pine forest 

in the Italian countryside. He had always wished to start a family. He goes to cut 

wood for city dwellers every day. One day, an idea came to him: he wanted to 

make a doll, which he would name Pinocchio. He created the doll, and the doll 

came alive at night! After a year of joy and suspense, Gepetto informed Pinocchio 

on Sunday morning that it was his birthday. I hope you remember it! Yes, of 
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course! Pinocchio is uncomfortable. He is unconcerned about it. Gepetto's 

birthday is barely three days away, and he hasn't planned anything for it. After a 

long night of deliberation, Pinocchio decided to give his made chocolate cake as a 

gift. 

Pinocchio gets ready to walk outdoors when the sun rises to find the 

materials. The big issue is that he has no idea what he entered or how to make a 

cake. So after school, he decided to go acquire things for someone to create a 

cake. The wooden doll Pinocchio met the city of shaman on his journey. Do you 

ask for help with your chocolate cake, my little boy? Can you assist me, Hum? , 

Pinocchio inquired. Sure, I'm capable. Please follow me! After a few minutes of 

traveling, Pinocchio came upon a huge candy store. Pinocchio was trapped by a 

big cage as they entered together. “Yyihaa  Finally, I'll be able to catch you! You 

are mine, and you will serve me!" Says the nasty witch, she replies. 

 

Student Q 

The Poor Monkey 

Once upon a time, Monkeys used dance during animal gatherings, and 

they were all so pleased with his look that they made him their king. Envious of 

his honor, and took the Monkey there. The fox explained that he had discovered a 

store in the jungle that he had not used, but had reserved for him as his royal 

treasure, and recommended him to take it. "Oh Monkey, and you with thinking 

like yours, will become the King of animals," Fox said as the monkey approached 

recklessly and was caught in a trap. 
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Student R 

Apple Tree And a Boy 

Once upon a time, there was a large apple tree that provided delicious 

apples to the people who lived nearby. There was also a young boy who became 

an apple tree's best buddy. 

The boy used to climb the apple tree's branches, sleep in its shadow, and 

pluck its apples when he was younger. He went to the apple tree every day and ate 

some apples. After several days, the boy came to the tree. The apple tree was so 

happy to see the boy. It asked the boy to play. Unfortunately, the boy said that he 

was not a child anymore. He didn’t want to play with the tree. But he asked 

another request to the apple tree. The boy said he needed toys, but his parents 

didn’t have money to buy it for him. The tree said, “Dear my boy, i don’t have 

any money to buy it for you, but you can pick my apples, then sell them, get 

money and buy the toys you want.” The boy went happily to his home after 

plucking apples. The tree was waiting to see the boy return. But he never came 

back for many years. The apple tree was sad and it didn’t produce any apples 

anymore. 

 

 

Student S 

Red Riding Hood 
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Once upon a time, there was a lovely girl who wore a crimson cape with a 

hood all the time. She was named "Red Riding Hood." She planned to pay a visit 

to his grandma, who lived deep in the woods. Her mother forbade her from 

conversing with strangers. 

A ruthless wolf resided in the woods. The wolf wanted to eat Red Riding 

Hood when he spotted her. The wolf approached her and inquired about her plans. 

The wolf made the decision to eat his grandma first, then wait for his mother. The 

wolf gobbled Grandma whole when he got at her house. The wolf then carefully 

dressed on Grandma's garments and crept into bed, waiting for the Red Riding 

Hood.When the Red Riding Hood saw the grandmother's arm, ears, and enormous 

fangs, she was taken aback. In a second, the wolf sprang out laughing and 

pouncing on her. Red Riding Hood was afraid and cried out for assistance. At 

home, a good woodcutter noticed the enormous wolf attempting to get the tiny 

girl. He slammed his ax into the wolf's head right away. 

The grandma was cut out of the wolf's stomach by the woodcutter and Red 

Riding Hood. She joyfully hugged Red Riding Hood. A large terrible wolf could 

no longer harm anyone. The Red Riding Hood had never spoken to a stranger 

since that day. 

 

 

 

Student T 

Ant and Bird 
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Once upon time, There are ants hunting for water. Finally, the ant came 

upon a lake and want to sip the water. But then something unexpected happened: 

the ant fell into the water. And despite the ant's best efforts to maintain their 

bodies afloat in the water, the ant eventually becomes exhausted and accepts the 

condition. Ants pray to God for assistance, saying, "God, please aid me." Finally, 

a dove appears and offers assistance to the ant. The dove dropped a leaf, the ant 

climbed it, and the ant was able to remain floating and reach the lake's shore. 

Finally, the ant manages to make it to the lake's edge. The ant remarked, 

"Thank you dove, you helped me," to which the dove replied, "You are welcome, 

be cautious," and then flew away from the ant. 

 

Student U 

Rats and pigeons 

One hot day, a mouse was looking for water. After wandering around for a 

while, he came to spring. In order to reach the spring, he had to walk a very long 

way. When he was almost there, he slipped and accidentally fell into the abyss. 

He might have fallen off the cliff if the dove in the tree nearby didn't see 

him. Seeing that the mouse was in trouble, the dove quickly plucked a leaf from 

the tree and immediately dropped it into the ravine near the rat who was trying to 

save himself. Then the mouse moved towards the tree branch and climbed on it. 

Immediately carried safely to dry land. Not long after that, there was a hunter who 

threw a net at a dove, hoping to trap him in this way. Thinking for a moment 

about what he should do, then the mouse quickly bit the heel of the person. 
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Feeling pain, the hunter dropped the net and then a dove flew quickly out of the 

net. 

 

Student V 

Fox and Cat 

Foxes and cats were having a friendly conversation one day. Foxes are 

conceited creatures who frequently boast about themselves. “At least I know a 

hundred methods to keep away from the dog,” the fox stated at the time. Cat said: 

"I only know one method to deceive dogs." “All well, maybe someday when I 

have time, I'll teach you,” Fox answered. A swarm of dogs approached them a 

moment later, and they heard barking. “This is the only trick I know,” the cat said 

as he dashed for the tree. "Which of your hundred tricks?" the cat inquired. 

The fox sat peacefully underneath the tree, pondering which tricks he 

should do. The dog mobbed the fox even before he had a trick. 

 

Student W 

Ants and doves 

An ant was looking for some water on a sweltering day. She arrived to a 

spring after strolling around for a while. She had to climb up a blade of grass to 

get to the spring. She stumbled and fell into the lake accidently while climbing up. 

She may have drowned if a dove hadn't noticed her. When the dove 

noticed the ant was in distress, it hurriedly plucked a leaf from a nearby tree and 
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dropped it into the water near the struggling ant. The ant then came closer to the 

leaf and crawled up it. It quickly brought her to dry ground. 

Soon later, a hunter arrived and threw his net at the dove, expecting to 

catch it in this way. The ant quickly bit him in the heel, assuming what he should 

do. The hunter dropped his net as he felt the agony, and the dove flew away 

rapidly. 

 

Student X 

Cinderella 

Cinderella was once a lovely girl who lived with a wicked stepmother and 

stepsister. Cinderella is a dedicated worker who puts in long hours every day. His 

mother and brother went to the castle for a celebration one day, but Cinderella's 

stepmother did not invite her.  

Cinderella is disappointed because she was not invited to the ball. 

However, a flash of light appeared, and a fairy mother came from the light. And 

suddenly transform Cinderella into a more beautiful woman. 

Cinderella may finally attend a party and dance with the prince. 

 

 

 

Student Y 

The Legend of Samosir Island 
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Toba was a poor farmer who stayed in a village in North Sumatera.  One 

day,  He decided to go fishing. Fortunately, he was given a lovely goldfish. He 

brought it home and intended to prepare it. When he returned home, the fish had 

transformed into a lovely woman. 

He told that the woman was cursed. She requested that Toba keep it a 

secret. Toba consented, but only on one condition, she had to marry him. They 

married and had one child named Samosir, not long after. This kid loved to 

consume a lot of food. 

Samosir was requested by mother to deliver lunch to father one day. He 

paused on his way to the rice field and ate the most of the meal. He then delivered 

the remainder of the meal to his father. Toba became enraged and yelled at 

Samosir, "You are a fish kid, you're so greedy!" Samosir sobbed and asked to his 

mother. He inquired why his father referred to him as a "fish child." 

Toba had broken his commitment, and the woman was furious. Both the 

mother and the son vanished. There were soon springs, which resulted in a large 

lake. Toba Lake is the name of the lake. Samosir Island is a piece of land in the 

center of Toba Lake.Cinderella may finally attend a party and dance with the 

prince. 

 

 

 

Student Z 

The Legend of Banyuwangi 
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Once upon a time, a local king named King Sulahkromo ruled the land. 

Raden Sidopekso was the king's Prime Minister. Sri Tanjung was the Prime 

Minister's wife's name. The king wanted her to be his wife since she was so 

gorgeous. 

The King dispatched his Prime Minister on a long expedition one day. The 

King attempted to locate Sri Tanjung while the Prime Minister was away. He fail. 

He was quite enraged. When Sidopekso returned, the King informed him that his 

wife had betrayed him. The Prime Minister was enraged by his wife's behavior. It 

was not true, felt to Sri Tanjung. Sidopekso, on the other hand, stated that he 

would murder her. 

He led her to the river's edge. She said that her innocence will be 

established before he killed her and tossed her into the river. Sidopekso murdered 

her and tossed her body into a filthy river. 

The river was instantly cleaned and began to emit a beautiful scent. 

“Banyu...Wangi... Banyuwangi,” Sidopekso stated. This translates to "fragrant 

water." The evidence of heroic and pure love gave birth to Banyuwangi. 

 

 

Student AA 

The Legend of Prambanan Temple 

Once upon a time, a great ruler named Bandung Bondowoso reigned 

supreme. Prabu Baka was slain by Bandung Bondowoso during a conflict. Then 

Bandung Bondowoso fell in love with Roro Jonggrang, Prabu Baka's daughter. 
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Bondowoso has his heart set on marrying this lovely princess. Besides, the 

princess hates him because he killed her father.  Roro Jonggrang was considering 

how to decline Bodowoso's marriage proposal. Finally, she determined that she 

would marry Bandung Bondowoso provided he could construct a thousand 

temples before sunrise. 

Bondowoso erected several temples quickly with the assistance of genies. Roro 

Jonggrang want to let him down. She requested that all of the ladies in her 

community hit rice so that the rooster could signify that dawn was approaching. 

Until 999 temples, all genies abandoned their endeavor. They assumed that 

morning would follow. 

Finally, Bondowoso realized he had been duped by Roro Jonggrang. He 

became enraged and cursed Roro Jonggrang, turning him into a rock statue known 

as "Arca." To finish the idea of a thousand temples, Roro Jonggrang statue is 

located within Candi Prambanan. 

 

Student AB 

Rabbit  dan grape 

A rabbit was wandering through the woodland one day when he came 

upon a cluster of grapes hanging from a high limb. The rabbit said, "Just the thing 

to quench my thirst." 

The rabbit jumps after taking a few paces backward, but he missed the hanging 

grapes. The rabbit took a few steps backwards, sprinted, and attempted to reach 

them again, but he was unsuccessful. 
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Finally, the rabbit said, “They're probably sour anyway,” before walking 

away.
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APPENDIX 2 

Sentence Modification of 

the Students’ Narrative 

Texts
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Sentence Modification of the Students’ Narrative Texts 

Sentence Modification of the Students’ Narrative Texts 

Student A 

The text title  : Judy Wanted a Big Dog 

Sentence 1 : There was a young lady. 

Sentence 2 : Judy was the name of the young lady. 

Sentence 3 : Judy was a dog lover. 

Sentence 4 : Judy want a large dog. 

Sentence 5 : Judy travelled to Japan to see a pet store. 

Sentence 6 : On the other hand, the grocer in Japan only had little dogs.  

Sentence 7 : There were no large dogs 

Sentence 8 : She was depressed. 

Sentence 9 : On the other hand, she did not give up 

Sentence 10 : Judy then boarded a train to Russia. 

Sentence 11 : He went to a bank, but no huge dogs were present at that Russian 

bank. 

Sentence 12 : Judy was disappointed because there were no dogs at the Russian 

bank. 

Sentence 13 : Then, she made her way to Germany on foot. 

Sentence 14 : He visited a pet store. 

Sentence 15 : Judy was overjoyed since the pet shop in Germany had five large 

dogs. 

Sentence 16 : Judy went out and got a large white and brown dog. 
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Sentence 17 : The purchase price was set at 5 million Euros. 

Sentence 18 : Judy was pleased have a large dog, but she had little money. 

 

Student B 

The text title : Experience to the night market with my sister. 

Sentence 1 : Once upon a time, in a school there was a child who liked to 

ridicule the weaknesses of others, his name was Jonny.  

Sentence 2 : Jhonny likes to annoy mia by giving mia a cockroach.  

Sentence 3 : He gives Mia a cockroach because Mia is afraid of cockroaches. 

Sentence 4 : Jhonny and Mia were assigned by their teacher to pick up used 

bottles on the school rooftop.  

Sentence 5 : They both went up to the rooftop.  

Sentence 6 : When they got to the rooftop, Johnny was scared, then he ran back 

to class.  

Sentence 7 : Mia returned to her class and gave the used bottle that the teacher 

asked for.  

Sentence 8 : The teacher also asked jhonny why he left mia on rooftop.  

Sentence 9 : Jhonny realized that he also had a fear of heights and told this to 

his teacher.  

Sentence 10 : His classmates laughed, and jhonny was very embarrassed. 

Sentence 11 : Then jhonny apologized to mia because he often taunted her,and 

promised never to bother again. 
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Student C 

The text title : Odette , Princess of swan lake 

Sentence 1 : Swan Lake is a timeless love story that blends magic .  

Sentence 2 : Tragedy and romance into four acts.  

Sentence 3 : It features Prince Siegfried and a beautiful goose princess named 

Odette . 

Sentence 4 : Under the spell of a shaman, Odette spends her days as a swan 

swimming in a lake. 

Sentence 5 : The couple quickly fell in love.  

Sentence 6 : As in most fairy tales, things are not that easy and the shaman has 

more tricks to play.  

Sentence 7 : That brings Odile, into the picture.  

Sentence 8 : Confusion, forgiveness, and a happy ending with Siegfried and 

Odette together forever. 

 

Student D 

The text title : Too often playing Mobile games 

Sentence 1 : One day there was a boy named Dwik who was my younger 

brother.  

Sentence 2 : He liked playing games. 

Sentence 3 : The game was Mobile Legend.  
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Sentence 4 : He often played Mobile Legend games in his spare time, but 

sometimes he also forgot when playing games, to the point that he failed time to 

eat and study. 

Sentence 5 : He once complained of sore eyes and injured his thumb.  

Sentence 6 : And his parents punished him to the fact that his phone taken  to 

prevent him from getting what he desired. 

Sentence 7 : And finally he only played the game when he finished studying 

with a maximum playing time of 1 hour. 

 

Student E 

The text title : Monkey Greedy. 

Sentence 1 : One day there lived a very greedy monkey.  

Sentence 2 : Every day the monkey only spends his time to eating and 

sleeping. 

Sentence 3 : The greedy monkey friends invited him to find food together but 

the greedy monkey did not want to. 

Sentence 4 : When the monkey's friend came with food, the greedy monkey 

immediately snatched it from his friends. 

Sentence 5 : The greedy monkey friends are a little annoyed with the greedy 

monkey's behavior. 

Sentence 6 : Then one morning, the monkey friends invited the greedy 

monkeys to find food together. 

Sentence 7 : But the greedy monkey no longer wanted to find food. 
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Sentence 8 : Then one night the greedy monkey ran out of food. 

Sentence 9 : Because they never went looking for food with their friends, the 

greedy monkeys starve all night long and made their stomachs hurt from not 

eating all night. 

 

Student F 

The text title : The Blind Girl 

Sentence 1 : There was a blind girl who was enraged by the world and detested 

everything.  

Sentence 2 : She didn't have many friends and just had one lover who adored 

her.  

Sentence 3 : She used to remark that if she could saw him, she'd marry him.  

Sentence 4 : Someone unexpectedly gave her a set of eyeballs one day.  

Sentence 5 : She took aback when she finally saw her lover and discovered 

that he was blind. 

Sentence 6 : “You can see me now, may we be married?” the man said.  

Sentence 7 : “And do what?” she answered.  

Sentence 8 : We'd never be content. 

Sentence 9 : I've regained my eyes, but you're still blind. 

Sentence 10 : I'm afraid it won't work out. 

Sentence 11 : “I understand,” he murmured, a tear in his eye and a grin on his 

face. 

Sentence 12 : I want you to be happy all of the time. 
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Sentence 13 : Take care of yourself, and don't forget about my eyes. 

 

Student G 

The text title : The Hen with the Silver Eggs 

Sentence 1 : A woman went to the market one day in an Arabian city and 

purchased a pretty hen.  

Sentence 2 : The hen she had bought produced a silver egg a few days later, 

made her shocked. 

Sentence 3 : The woman felt sure she would never had to work again if the hen 

can be coaxed to lay more than one egg each day 

Sentence 4 : As a result, the woman decided to force the hen to eat more to 

make it produced more eggs.  

Sentence 5 : The only impact was that the hen died of indigestion and stopped 

laying eggs altogether. 

 

Student H 

The text title : The Hen with the Silver Eggs 

Sentence 1 : Once upon a time, a hat salesman was traveling through the 

forest.  

Sentence 2 : He was exhausted and needed to take a break.  

Sentence 3 : Then he came to a halt and spread a towel underneath a tree. 

Sentence 4 : He sat down with his cap on his head, his bag full of hats close 

him.  
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Sentence 5 : For one hour, the hat seller slept soundly.  

Sentence 6 : When he peered up into the sky, he was taken aback to discover 

monkeys sitting on the limbs of a tree, each with a hat on their heads.  

Sentence 7 : It was clear that they were attempting to emulate him. 

Sentence 8 : Then he decided to return his headwear to the monkeys by 

making a simple request.  

Sentence 9 : The monkeys merely made faces at him in response.  

Sentence 10 : When he started making gestures, the monkeys followed suit.  

Sentence 11 : Finally, he came up with a brilliant idea.  

Sentence 12 : He thought to himself, "Monkeys are terrific imitators." 

Sentence 13 : So he removed his own headgear and tossed it to the ground.  

Sentence 14 : And, as he had predicted all of the monkeys removed their 

headgear and tossed them on the ground. 

Sentence 15 : He quickly rose up, got the hats, placed them in his bag, and 

walked away. 

 

Student I 

The text title : Legend of Surabaya 

Sentence 1 : Sura and Baya are the two animals.  

Sentence 2 : The shark's name is Sura, and the crocodile's name is Baya.  

Sentence 3 : They're marine animals.  

Sentence 4 : Sura and Baya were seeking for food at the time.  
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Sentence 5 : Baya saw a goat at the moment and said, "Yummy, this is my 

meal," and sura mentioned, "There's no way, "You're selfish."  

Sentence 6 : After that, they battled over goats.  

Sentence 7 : They were exhausted after a few hours. 

Sentence 8 : They live in various areas because they are bored of arguing.  

Sentence 9 : Sura is a water animal, whereas Baya is a land animal.  

Sentence 10 : They would never fight again because borders are beaches.  

Sentence 11 : One day, Sura went to the ground and looked for food in the river.  

Sentence 12 : He was very hungry and there wasn't much food in the sea.  

Sentence 13 : Baya is very angry when she finds out that Sura is reneging on a 

promise.  

Sentence 14 : They fought again.  

Sentence 15 : They both hit each other.  

Sentence 16 : Sura bites Baya's tail.  

Sentence 17 : Baya does the same thing to Sura.  

Sentence 18 : He bites so hard that Sura finally gives up and returns to the sea.  

Sentence 19 : Baya happy. 

 

Student J 

The text title : Ana And The Frog 

Sentence 1 : Ana enjoyed running around in the fields.  

Sentence 2 : Her parents lived near a rice field, which they frequented daily. 

Sentence 3 : Ana may played beside a tiny brook and got his feet wet there.  
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Sentence 4 : Ana liked hunting tiny game. 

Sentence 5 : Crickets, frogs, and fireflies were among his favorite prey.  

Sentence 6 : She captured a frog and put it in a jar one day.  

Sentence 7 : When she was ready to picked up the frog, the frog glanced at 

hers and said, "If you kiss me, I will become a Prince." 

Sentence 8 : Ana finally kissed the frog, and he was transformed into a prince.  

Sentence 9 : They were good friends after that. 

 

Student K 

The text title : Snow White 

Sentence 1 : Once upon a time, a Queen sat behind the window, stitched and 

watched the snow fall.  

Sentence 2 : A sewing needle accidentally injured her finger, and her blood 

flowed into the snow. 

Sentence 3 : As a result, the queen also desired a kid with skin as white as 

snow and lips as crimson as blood.  

Sentence 4 : After some time had passed, the queen gave birth to a child 

named Snow White, as he had predicted.  

Sentence 5 : Snow White's mother died when she was a young girl, and her 

father married a wicked queen. 

Sentence 6 : "Who is the gorgeous woman in the earth?" the queen questioned 

the magical mirror every day.  

Sentence 7 : You are the most gorgeous, the magical mirror said. 
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Sentence 8 : And then the queen asked the mirror the same question again, but 

the time she received a different answer. 

Sentence 9 : The queen felt angry and planned to murder the most beautiful 

snow white in the country after the magic mirror stated it.  

Sentence 10 : Snow White bought and ate a poisoned apple that the queen 

disguised as a merchant of poisoned apples.  

Sentence 11 : Snow White eventually fell slumber, joined by the dwarves, for a 

long time.  

Sentence 12 : One day, a prince went to the forest and saw the sleeping Snow 

White; the prince liked her and kissed her, causing Snow White to awaken from 

her slumber.  

Sentence 13 : They both married and had a happy life together. 

Student L 

The text title : The Fox and the Grapes 

Sentence 1 One day a fox was wandering through the woods when he noticed 

a cluster of grapes,  hanging from a high limb.  

Sentence 2 The fox said, "Just the thing to quench my thirst."  

Sentence 3 The fox took a few paces back and leaped, narrowly missed  the 

dangling grapes. 

Sentence 4 The fox stepped back a few yards and attempted to approach them 

again, but was unsuccessful.  

Sentence 5 They're probably sour anyways, the fox grumbled as he turned his 

nose up. 
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Sentence 6 Then the fox started walking away. 

  

Student M 

The text title : The Rabbit and the Turtle 

Sentence 1 : A rabbit was bragging about how fast he could sprint one day.  

Sentence 2 : He was giggling at the turtle's sluggishness.  

Sentence 3 : The rabbit was surprised when the turtle challenged him to a race. 

Sentence 4 : The rabbit accepted the challenge since he believed it was a nice 

prank.  

Sentence 5 : The fox was supposed to be the race's umpire.  

Sentence 6 : The rabbit started the race far ahead of the turtle, exactly as 

everyone expected.  

Sentence 7 : When the rabbit reached the midway point, he couldn't find the 

turtle.  

Sentence 8 : He was hot and fatigued, so he decided to pull over and take a 

sleep.  

Sentence 9 : The turtle continued to move in a step-by-step way during this 

time.  

Sentence 10 : No matter how hot or exhausted he was, he never gave up.  

Sentence 11 : He simply kept going and going. 

Sentence 12 : However, the rabbit slept longer than he had anticipated and 

awoke.  

Sentence 13 : The turtle was nowhere to be seen!  
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Sentence 14 : He raced to the finish line at high speed, and the turtle had arrived 

first. 

 

Student N 

The text title : Golden Eggs and Geese  

Sentence 1 : One time a farmer went to the goose's nest and found eggs there, 

all yellow and shiny.  

Sentence 2 : When he took it, it weighed like a rock.  

Sentence 3 : He was going to throw it away because he thought someone was 

playing him. 

Sentence 4 : But when looked back, he took it home and happily discovered 

that it was a pure golden egg!  

Sentence 5 : He sold eggs for much money. 

Sentence 6 : Every morning geese laid another golden egg and soon the farmer 

was enriched by selling eggs.  

Sentence 7 : When he got rich, he also got greedy. 

Sentence 8 :  "Why should I wait to get only one egg a day?" He thought.  

Sentence 9 : I'll open the goose and remove all the eggs at once.  

Sentence 10 : When the goose heard the farmer's plan, he flew to a nearby farm. 

Sentence 11 : So when the farmer came out the next day, he didn't put anything 

in the goose nest. 

 

Student O 
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The text title : Three Fishes 

Sentence 1 : Three fish used to reside in a pond.  

Sentence 2 : Some fisherman happened to be passing by the pond one evening 

and noticed the fish.  

Sentence 3 : There is much fish in this pond.  

Sentence 4 : We've never fished in this area before.  

Sentence 5 : We need to return with our nets early tomorrow morning to catch 

these fish.'  

Sentence 6 : The fisherman then left. 

Sentence 7 : The eldest fish was disturbed when he heard this.  

Sentence 8 : He gathered the other fish and said, "We must leave this pond 

immediately." 

Sentence 9 :  Tomorrow, the fisherman will come back and slaughter us all. 

Sentence 10 : ” The second fish nodded in agreement.  

Sentence 11 : The youngest fish chuckled  

Sentence 12 : “Should these folks be allowed to return? I'm not leaving; my 

good fortune will keep me safe. 

Sentence 13 : The eldest fish and his entire family fled the pond that evening.  

Sentence 14 : When the second fish noticed the fishermen approached the 

location early the following day, he immediately left the pond with his entire 

family. 

Sentence 15 : Even then, the third fish refused to depart. 
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Sentence 16 : When the fishermen arrived, they caught all of the remaining fish 

in the pond. 

 

Student P 

The text title : Pinocchio 

Sentence 1 : Once upon a time, there was a season when loneliness was in the 

middle of a vast pine forest in  Italian countryside. 

Sentence 2 : He had always wished to start a family.  

Sentence 3 : He goes to cut wood for city dwellers every day.  

Sentence 4 : One day, an idea came to him, he wanted to make a doll, named 

Pinocchio.  

Sentence 5 : He created the doll, and the doll came alive at night!  

Sentence 6 : After a year of joy and suspense, Gepetto informed Pinocchio that 

it was his birthday on Sunday morning 

Sentence 7 : I hope you remember it! Yes, of course! Pinocchio was 

uncomfortable. 

Sentence 8 : He was unconcerned about it.  

Sentence 9 : Gepetto's birthday was barely three days away, and he hasn't 

planned anything for it.  

Sentence 10 : After a long night of deliberation, Pinocchio decided to give his 

made chocolate cake as a gift. 

Sentence 11 : Pinocchio got ready to walk outdoors when the sun rose to find 

the materials.  
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Sentence 12 : The big issue was that he had no idea what he entered or how to 

make a cake.  

Sentence 13 : So after school, he decided to go acquire things for someone to 

create a cake.  

Sentence 14 : The wooden doll Pinocchio met the city of shaman on his 

journey.  

Sentence 15 : Do you ask for help with your chocolate cake, my little boy? Can 

you assist me, Hum? , Pinocchio inquired.  

Sentence 16 : Sure, I'm capable.  

Sentence 17 : Please follow me! After a few minutes of travelling, Pinocchio 

came upon a huge candy store.  

Sentence 18 : Pinocchio was trapped by a big cage as they entered together.  

Sentence 19 : “Yyihaa  Finally, I'll be able to catch you! You are mine, and you 

will serve me!" Says the nasty witch, she replied. 

 

Student Q 

The text title : The Poor Mongkey 

Sentence 1 : Once upon a time, Monkeys used to dance during animal 

gatherings, and they were all so pleased with his look that they made him their 

king 

Sentence 2 : Envious of his honor, a Fox discovered a piece of meat in a trap 

and took the Monkey there. 
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Sentence 3 : The fox explained that he had discovered a store in the jungle that 

he had to not use, but had reserved for him as his royal treasure, and 

recommended him to take it. 

Sentence 4 : Oh Monkey, and you with thinking like yours, will become the 

King of animals, Fox said as the monkey approached recklessly and was caught in 

a trap. 

 

Student R 

The text title : Apple Tree And a Boy 

Sentence 1 : Once upon a time, a large apple tree  provided delicious apples to 

the people who lived nearby. .  

Sentence 2 : There was also a young boy who became an apple tree's best 

buddy. 

Sentence 3 : The boy used to climb the apple tree's branches, sleep in its 

shadow, and pluck its apples when he was younger.  

Sentence 4 : He went to the apple tree every day and ate some apples.  

Sentence 5 : After several days, the boy came to the tree.  

Sentence 6 : The apple tree was so happy to see the boy.  

Sentence 7 : It asked the boy to play.  

Sentence 8 : Unfortunately, the boy said that he was not a child anymore.  

Sentence 9 : He didn’t want to play with the tree.  

Sentence 10 : But he asked for another request from the apple tree.  
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Sentence 11 : The boy said he needed toys, but his parents didn’t have money to 

buy them for him. 

Sentence 12 : The tree said, “Dear my boy, I don’t have any money to buy it for 

you, but you can pick my apples, then sell them, get money and buy the toys you 

want.” 

Sentence 13 : The boy went happily to his home after plucking apples.  

Sentence 14 : The tree was waiting to see the boy return.  

Sentence 15 : But he never came back for many years.  

Sentence 16 : The apple tree was sad and it didn’t produce any apples anymore. 

 

Student S 

The text title : Red Riding Hood 

Sentence 1 : Once upon a time, there was a lovely girl who wore a crimson 

cape with a hood all the time.  

Sentence 2 : She was named "Red Riding Hood."  

Sentence 3 : She planned to pay a visit to his grandma, who lived deep in the 

woods.  

Sentence 4 : Her mother forbade her from conversing with strangers. 

Sentence 5 : A ruthless wolf resided in the woods.  

Sentence 6 : The wolf wanted to eat Red Riding Hood when he spotted her.  

Sentence 7 : The wolf approached her and inquired about her plans.  

Sentence 8 : The wolf decided to eat his grandma first, then wait for his 

mother.  
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Sentence 9 : The wolf gobbled Grandma whole when he got to her house. 

Sentence 10 : The wolf then carefully dressed on Grandma's garments and crept 

into bed, waiting for the Red Riding Hood. 

Sentence 11 : When the Red Riding Hood saw the grandmother's arm, ears, and 

enormous fangs, she was taken aback.  

Sentence 12 : In a second, the wolf sprang out laughing and pouncing on her.  

Sentence 13 : Red Riding Hood was afraid and cried out for assistance.  

Sentence 14 : At home, a good woodcutter noticed the enormous wolf 

attempting to get the tiny girl.  

Sentence 15 : He slammed his ax into the wolf's head right away. 

Sentence 16 : The grandma was cut out of the wolf's stomach by the woodcutter 

and Red Riding Hood.  

Sentence 17 : She joyfully hugged Red Riding Hood.  

Sentence 18 : A large terrible wolf could no longer harm anyone.  

Sentence 19 : The Red Riding Hood had never spoken to a stranger since that 

day. 

 

Student T 

The text title : Ant and Bird 

Sentence 1 : Once upon time, There are ants hunting for water.  

Sentence 2 : Finally, the ant came upon a lake and want to sip the water. 

Sentence 3 : But then something unexpected happened, the ant fell into the 

water.  
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Sentence 4 : And despite the ant's best efforts to maintain their bodies afloat in 

the water, the ant eventually became exhausted and accepted the condition. 

Sentence 5 : Ants prayed to God for assistance, said, "God, please aid me."  

Sentence 6 : Finally, a dove appeared and offers help to the ant. 

Sentence 7 : The dove dropped a leaf, the ant climbed it, and the ant was able 

to remain floating and reached the lake's shore. 

Sentence 8 : Finally, the ant managed to make it to the lake's edge.  

Sentence 9 : The ant remarked, "Thank you dove, you helped me," to which 

the dove replied, "You are welcome, be cautious," and then flew away from the 

ant. 

 

Student U 

The text title : Rats and pigeons 

Sentence 1 : One hot day, a mouse was looking for water.  

Sentence 2 : After wandering around for a while, he came to spring 

Sentence 3 : To reached the spring, he had to walk a very long way.  

Sentence 4 : When he was almost there, he slipped and accidentally fell into 

the abyss 

Sentence 5 : He might have fallen off the cliff if the dove in the tree nearby 

didn't see him.  

Sentence 6 : Saw that the mouse was in trouble, the dove quickly plucked a 

leaf from the tree and immediately dropped it into the ravine near the rat tried to 

save himself.  
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Sentence 7 : Then the mouse moved towards the tree branch and climbed on it.  

Sentence 8 : Immediately carried safely to dry land.  

Sentence 9 : Not long after that, there was a hunter who threw a net at a dove, 

hoping to trap him in this way. 

Sentence 10 : Thinking for a moment about what he should do, the mouse 

quickly bit the person’s heel.  

Sentence 11 : Feeling pain, the hunter dropped the net and then a dove flew 

quickly out of the net. 

 

Student V 

The text title : Fox and Cat 

Sentence 1 : Foxes and cats were having a friendly conversation one day.  

Sentence 2 : Foxes was conceited creatures who frequently boast about 

themselves.  

Sentence 3 : “At least I know a hundred methods to keep away from the dog,” 

the fox stated at the time.  

Sentence 4 : Cat said: "I only know one method to deceive dogs."  

Sentence 5 : “All well, maybe someday when I have time, I'll teach you,” Fox 

answered. 

Sentence 6 : A swarm of dogs approached them a moment later, and they 

heard barking.  

Sentence 7 : “This is the only trick I know,” the cat said as he dashed for the 

tree.  
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Sentence 8 : Which of your hundred tricks? the cat inquired. 

Sentence 9 : The fox sat peacefully underneath the tree, pondering which 

tricks he should do.  

Sentence 10 : The dog mobbed the fox even before he had a trick. 

 

Student W 

The text title : Ants and doves 

Sentence 1 : An ant was looking for some water on a sweltering day.  

Sentence 2 : She arrived in spring after strolling around for a while. 

Sentence 3 : She had to climb up a blade of grass to get to the spring.  

Sentence 4 : She stumbled and fell into the lake accidentally while climbing 

up. 

Sentence 5 : She may have drowned if a dove  hadn't noticed her.  

Sentence 6 : When the dove noticed the ant was in distress, it hurriedly 

plucked a leaf from a nearby tree and dropped it into the water near the struggling 

ant.  

Sentence 7 : The ant then came closer to the leaf and crawled up it.  

Sentence 8 : It quickly brought her to dry ground. 

Sentence 9 : Soon later, a hunter arrived and threw his net at the dove, 

expecting to catch it in this way.  

Sentence 10 : The hunter dropped his net as he felt the agony, and the dove flew 

away rapidly. 
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Student X 

The text title : Cinderella 

Sentence 1 : Cinderella was once a lovely girl who lived with a wicked 

stepmother and stepsister.  

Sentence 2 : Cinderella was a dedicated worker who put in long hours every 

day.  

Sentence 3 : His mother and brother went to the castle for a celebration one 

day, but Cinderella's stepmother did not invite her. 

Sentence 4 : Cinderella was disappointed because she was not invited to the 

ball. 

Sentence 5 : However, a flash of light appeared, and a fairy mother came from 

the light.  

Sentence 6 : And suddenly transform Cinderella into a more beautiful woman. 

Sentence 7 : Cinderella may finally attend a party and dance with the prince. 

 

Student Y 

The text title : The Legend of Samosir Island 

Sentence 1 : Toba was a poor farmer who stayed in a village in North 

Sumatera.   

Sentence 2 : One day,  He decided to go fishing.  

Sentence 3 : Fortunately, he was given a lovely goldfish.  

Sentence 4 : He brought it home and intended to prepare it.  
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Sentence 5 : When he returned home, the fish had transformed into a lovely 

woman. 

Sentence 6 : He told that the woman was cursed.  

Sentence 7 : She requested that Toba keep it a secret.  

Sentence 8 : Toba consented, but only on one condition, she had to marry him.  

Sentence 9 : They married and had one child named Samosir, not long after.  

Sentence 10 : This kid loved to consume much food. 

Sentence 11 : One day, Samosir was requested by his mother to deliver lunch to 

his father.  

Sentence 12 : He paused on his way to the rice field and ate most of the meal. 

Sentence 13 : Then, he delivered the remainder of the meal to his father. 

Sentence 14 : Toba became enraged and yelled at Samosir, "You are a fish kid, 

you're so greedy!"  

Sentence 15 : Samosir sobbed and asked his mother.  

Sentence 16 : He inquired  why his father referred to him as a "fish child." 

Sentence 17 : Toba had broken his commitment, and the woman was furious.  

Sentence 18 : Both the mother and the son vanished.  

Sentence 19 : There were soon springs, which resulted in a large lake.  

Sentence 20 : Toba Lake was the name of the lake.  

Sentence 21 : Samosir Island was a piece of land in the center of Toba Lake. 

 

Student Z 

The text title : The Legend of Banyuwangi 
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Sentence 1 : Once upon a time, a local king named King Sulahkromo ruled the 

land. 

Sentence 2 :  Raden Sidopekso was the king's Prime Minister.  

Sentence 3 : Sri Tanjung was the Prime Minister's wife's name.  

Sentence 4 : The king wanted her to be his wife since she was so gorgeous. 

Sentence 5 : The King dispatched his Prime Minister on a long expedition one 

day.  

Sentence 6 : The King attempted to locate Sri Tanjung while the Prime 

Minister was away.  

Sentence 7 : He failed.  

Sentence 8 : He was quite enraged.  

Sentence 9 : When Sidopekso returned, the King informed him that his wife 

had betrayed him.  

Sentence 10 : The Prime Minister was enraged by his wife's behavior.  

Sentence 11 : It was not true, felt to Sri Tanjung.  

Sentence 12 : Sidopekso, on the other hand, stated that he would murder her. 

Sentence 13 : He led her to the river's edge.  

Sentence 14 : She said that her innocence will be established before he killed 

her and tossed her into the river.  

Sentence 15 : Sidopekso murdered her and tossed her body into a filthy river. 

Sentence 16 : The river was instantly cleaned and began to emit a beautiful 

scent.  

Sentence 17 : “Banyu...Wangi... Banyuwangi,” Sidopekso stated.  
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Sentence 18 : This translated to "fragrant water."  

Sentence 19 : The evidence of heroic and pure love gave birth to Banyuwangi. 

Student AA 

The text title : The Legend of Prambanan Temple 

Sentence 1 : Once upon a time, a great ruler named Bandung Bondowoso 

reigned supreme.  

Sentence 2 : Prabu Baka was slain by Bandung Bondowoso during a conflict.  

Sentence 3 : Then Bandung Bondowoso fell in love with Roro Jonggrang, 

Prabu Baka's daughter. 

Sentence 4 : Bondowoso has his heart set on marrying this lovely princess.  

Sentence 5 : Besides, the princess hates him because he killed her father.  

Sentence 6 : Roro Jonggrang was considering how to decline Bodowoso's 

marriage proposal.  

Sentence 7 : Finally, she determined that she would marry Bandung 

Bondowoso provided he could construct a thousand temples before sunrise. 

Sentence 8 : Bondowoso erected several temples quickly with the assistance of 

genies.  

Sentence 9 : Roro Jonggrang wanted to let him down.  

Sentence 10 : She requested that all of the ladies in her community hit rice so 

that the rooster could signify that dawn was approaching.  

Sentence 11 : Until 999 temples, all genies abandoned their endeavor.  

Sentence 12 : They assumed that morning would follow. 

Sentence 13 : Finally, Bondowoso realized Roro Jonggrang had duped him 
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Sentence 14 : He became enraged and cursed Roro Jonggrang, turning him into 

a rock statue known as "Arca."  

Sentence 15 : To finish the idea of a thousand temples, Roro Jonggrang statue is 

located within Candi Prambanan. 

 

Student AB 

The text title : Rabbit  dan grape 

Sentence 1 : A rabbit was wandered through the woodland one day when he 

came upon a cluster of grapes hanging from a high limb.  

Sentence 2 : The rabbit said, "Just the thing to quench my thirst." 

Sentence 3 : The rabbit jumps after taking a few paces backward, but he 

missed the hanging grapes.  

Sentence 4 : The rabbit took a few steps backwards, sprinted, and attempted to 

reach them again, but he was unsuccessful. 

Sentence 5 : Finally, the rabbit said, “They're probably sour anyway,” before 

walking away. 
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Clause Modification of the Students’ Narrative Texts 

Student A 

Clause 1 : There was a young lady. 

Clause 2 : Judy was the name of the young lady. 

Clause 3 : Judy was a dog lover. 

Clause 4 : Judy want a large dog. 

Clause 5 : Judy travelled to Japan to see a pet store. 

Clause 6 : On the other hand, the grocer in Japan only had little dogs.  

Clause 7 : There were no large dogs present. 

Clause 8 : She was depressed. 

Clause 9 : On the other hand, she did not give up 

Clause 10 : Judy then boarded a train to Russia. 

Clause 11 a : He went to a bank 

Clause 11 b : No huge dogs were present at that Russian bank. 

Clause 12 a : Judy was disappointed 

Clause 12 b : Because there were no dogs at the Russian bank. 

Clause 13 : Then, she made her way to Germany on foot. 

Clause 14 : He visited a pet store. 

Clause 15 a : Judy was overjoyed 

Clause 15 b : Since the pet shop in Germany had five large dogs. 

Clause 16 a : Judy went out  

Clause 16 b : And he got a large white and brown dog. 
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Clause 17 : The purchase price was set at 5 million Euros. 

Clause 18 a : Judy was pleased have a large dog 

Clause 18 b : But she had little money. 

Student B 

Clause 1 a : Once upon a time, in a school there was a child  

Clause 1 b : Who liked to ridicule the weaknesses of others 

Clause 1c : His name was Jonny.  

Clause 2 : Jhonny liked to annoy mia by giving mia a cockroach. 

Clause 3 a : He gave Mia a cockroach  

Clause 3 b : because Mia was afraid of cockroaches. 

Clause 4 : Jhonny and Mia were assigned by their teacher to pick up used 

bottles on the school rooftop.  

Clause 5 : They both went up to the rooftop.  

Clause 6 a : When they got to the rooftop 

Clause 6 b : Johnny was scared 

Clause 6 c : Then he ran back to class.  

Clause 7 a : Mia returned to her class 

Clause 7 b : She gave the used bottle  

Clause 7 c : that the teacher asked for.  

Clause 8 a : The teacher also asked jhonny 

Clause 8 b : Why he left mia on rooftop 

Clause 9 a : Jhonny realized  

Clause 9 b : that he also had a fear of heights 
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Clause 9 c : He told this to his teacher.  

Clause 10 a : His classmates laughed 

Clause 10 b : Jhonny was very embarrassed 

Clause 11 a : Then jhonny apologized to mia 

Clause 11 b : Because he often taunted her 

Clause 11 c : He promised never to bother again 

 

Student C 

Clause 1 : Swan Lake is a timeless love story that blends magic .  

Clause 2 : Tragedy and romance into four acts.  

Clause 3 a : It features Prince Siegfried 

Clause 3 b : A beautiful goose princess named Odette  

Clause 4 : Under the spell of a shaman, Odette spent her days as a swan 

swimming in a lake. 

Clause 5 : The couple quickly fell in love.  

Clause 6 a : As in most fairy tales, things was not that easy 

Clause 6 b : The shaman has more tricks to play.  

Clause 7 : That brought Odile, into the picture.  

Clause 8 : Confusion, forgiveness, and a happy ending with Siegfried and 

Odette together forever. 

 

Student D 

Clause 1 a : One day there was a boy named Dwik  
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Clause 1 b : He was my younger brother 

Clause 2 : He liked playing games. 

Clause 3 : The game was Mobile Legend.  

Clause 4 a : He often played Mobile Legend games in his spare time 

Clause 4 b : But sometimes he also forgot when playing games, 

Clause 4 c : To the point that he forgets time to eat and study. 

Clause 5 a : He once complained of sore eyes 

Clause 5 b : And He injured his thumb. 

Clause 6 a : And his parents punished him, 

Clause 6 b : to the fact that his phone taken  to prevent him from getting what 

he desired. 

Clause 7 a : And finally he only played the game 

Clause 7 b : When he finished studying with a maximum playing time of 1 

hour. 

 

Student E 

Clause 1 a : One day there lived a very greedy monkey.  

Clause 2 : Every day the monkey only spends his time to eating and 

sleeping. 

Clause 3 a : The greedy monkey friends invited him to find food together 

Clause 3 b : The greedy monkey did not want to 

Clause 4 a : When the monkey's friend came with food 

Clause 4 b : The greedy monkey immediately snatched it from his friends. 
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Clause 5 : The greedy monkey friends are a little annoyed with the greedy 

monkey's behavior. 

Clause 6 : Then one morning, the monkey friends invited the greedy 

monkeys to find food together. 

Clause 7 : But the greedy monkey no longer wanted to find food. 

Clause 8 : Then one night the greedy monkey ran out of food. 

Clause 9 a : That is because they never go looking for food with their friends 

Clause 9 b : The greedy monkeys starve all night long 

Clause 9 c : The greedy monkeys made their stomachs hurt from not eating all 

night. 

 

Student F 

Clause 1 a : There was a blind girl 

Clause 1 b : She enraged by the world 

Clause 1 c : She detested everything 

Clause 2 a : She didn't have many friends 

Clause 2 b : She just had one lover 

Clause 2 c : Her friend adored her 

Clause 3 a : She used to remark that 

Clause 3 b : If she could saw him, 

Clause 3 c : She'd marry him.  

Clause 4 : Someone unexpectedly gave her a set of eyeballs one day.  

Clause 5 a : She took back 
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Clause 5 b : When she finally saw her lover 

Clause 5 c : And She discovered  

Clause 5 d : That he was blind.  

Clause 6 a : You can see me now, 

Clause 6 b : May we be married? 

Clause 6 c : the man said.  

Clause 7 a : “And do what?”  

Clause 7 b : she answered.  

Clause 8 : We'd never be content. 

Clause 9 a : I've regained my eyes,  

Clause 9 b : But you're still blind. 

Clause 9 c : I'm afraid 

Clause 9 d : it won't work out. 

Clause 10 : I'm afraid it won't work out. 

Clause 11 a : “I understand,”  

Clause 11 b : He murmured, 

Clause 11 c : Atear in his eye and a grin on his face.  

Clause 12 : I want you to be happy all of the time. 

Clause 13 a : Take care of yourself 

Clause 13 b : Don't forget about my eyes 

 

Student G 

Clause 1 a : A woman went to the market one day in an Arabian city  
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Clause 1 b : And she purchased a pretty hen.  

Clause 2 a : The hen she had bought produced a silver egg a few days later,  

Clause 2 b : It made her shocked. 

Clause 3 a : The woman felt sure she would never had to work again 

Clause 3 b : If the hen can be coaxed to lay more than one egg each day. 

Clause 4 : As a result, the woman decided to force the hen to eat more to 

make it produced more eggs.  

Clause 5 a : The only impact was that the hen died of indigestion  

Clause 5 b : And stopped laying eggs altogether. 

Student H 

Clause 1 : Once upon a time, a hat salesman was traveling through the 

forest.  

Clause 2 a : He was exhausted  

Clause 2 b : and needed to take a break.  

Clause 3 a : Then he came to a halt  

Clause 3 b : And spread a towel underneath a tree. 

Clause 4 a : He sat down with his cap on his head,  

Clause 4 b : His bag full of hats close him.  

Clause 5 : For one hour, the hat seller slept soundly.  

Clause 6 a : When he peered up into the sky,  

Clause 6 b : He was taken aback to discover  

Clause 6 c : Monkeys sitting on the limbs of a tree, Each with a hat on their 

heads.  
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Clause 7 a : It was clear  

Clause 7 b : That they were attempting to emulate him. 

Clause 8 : Then he decided to return his headwear to the monkeys by 

making a simple request.  

Clause 9 : The monkeys merely made faces at him in response.  

Clause 10 a : When he started making gestures, 

Clause 10 b : The monkeys followed suit.  

Clause 11 : Finally, he came up with a brilliant idea.  

Clause 12 a : He thought to himself,  

Clause 12 b : Monkeys are terrific imitators. 

Clause 13 a : So he removed his own headgear  

Clause 13 b : And he tossed it to the ground.  

Clause 14 a : And, as he had predicted  

Clause 14 b : All of the monkeys removed their headgear  

Clause 14 c : And tossed them on the ground. 

Clause 15 a : He quickly rose up,  

Clause 15 b : He got the hats,  

Clause 15 c : He placed them in his bag,  

Clause 15 d : And He walked away. 

 

Student I 

Clause 1 : Sura and Baya are the two animals.  

Clause 2 a : The shark's name is Sura,  
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Clause 2 b : And the crocodile's name is Baya.  

Clause 3 : They're marine animals.  

Clause 4 : Sura and Baya were seeking for food at the time.  

Clause 5 a : Baya saw a goat at the moment  

Clause 5 b : and said, 

Clause 5 c : Yummy, this is my meal, 

Clause 5 d : And sura mentioned,  

Clause 5 e : There's no way,  

Clause 5 f : You're selfish. 

Clause 6 : After that, they battled over goats.  

Clause 7 : They were exhausted after a few hours. 

Clause 8a : They live in various areas  

Clause 8 b : Because they are bored of arguing.  

Clause 9 a : Sura is a water animal,  

Clause 9 b : Whereas Baya is a land animal.  

Clause 10 : They would never fight again because borders are beaches.  

Clause 11 a : One day, Sura went to the ground  

Clause 11 b : And he looked for food in the river.  

Clause 12 a : He was very hungry  

Clause 12 b : And there wasn't much food in the sea.  

Clause 13 a : Baya is very angry 

Clause 13 b :  when she finds out Sura 

Clause 13 c : That Sura is reneging on a promise.  
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Clause 14 : They fought again.  

Clause 15 : They both hit each other.  

Clause 16 : Sura bites Baya's tail.  

Clause 17 : Baya does the same thing to Sura.  

Clause 18 a : He bites so hard  

Clause 18 b : That Sura finally gives up  

Clause 18 c : And returns to the sea.  

Clause 19 : Baya happy. 

 

Student J 

Clause 1 : Ana enjoyed running around in the fields.  

Clause 2 a : Her parents lived near a rice field,  

Clause 2 b : Which they frequented on a daily. 

Clause 3 a : Ana may played beside a tiny brook 

Clause 3 b : And she got his feet wet there.  

Clause 4 : Ana liked hunting tiny game. 

Clause 5 : Crickets, frogs, and fireflies were among his favorite prey.  

Clause 6 a : She captured a frog  

Clause 6 b : And she put it in a jar one day.  

Clause 7 a : When she was ready to picked up the frog, 

Clause 7 b : The frog glanced at hers 

Clause 7 c : and the frog said,  

Clause 7 d : If you kiss me, 
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Clause 7 e :  I will become a Prince. 

Clause 8 a : Ana finally kissed the frog,  

Clause 8 b : And he was transformed into a prince.  

Clause 9 : They were good friends after that. 

 

Student K 

Clause 1 a : Once upon a time, a Queen sat behind the window, 

Clause 1 b : She stitched  

Clause 1 b : And she watched the snow fall.  

Clause 2 a : A sewing needle accidentally injured her finger,  

Clause 2 b : And her blood flowed into the snow.  

Clause 4 a : After some time had passed 

Clause 4 b : The queen gave birth to a child named Snow White,  

Clause 4 c : As he had predicted.  

Clause 5 a : Snow White's mother died 

Clause 5 b : When she was a young girl, 

Clause 5 c : And her father married a wicked queen. 

Clause 6 a :  "Who is the gorgeous woman in the earth?" 

Clause 6 b : The queen questioned the magical mirror every day. 

Clause 7 a : You are the most gorgeous, 

Clause 7 b : The magical mirror said. 

Clause 8 a : And then the queen asked the mirror the same question again 

Clause 8 b : But the time she received a different answer.  
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Clause 9 a : The queen felt angry  

Clause 9 b : And planned to murder the most beautiful snow white in the 

country 

Clause 9 c : After the magic mirror stated it.  

Clause 10 a : Snow White bought 

Clause 10 b : And she ate a poisoned apple 

Clause 10 c : That the queen disguised as a merchant of poisoned apples.  

Clause 11 a : Snow White eventually fell slumber 

Clause 11 b : Joined by the dwarves, for a long time.  

Clause 12 a : One day, a prince went to the forest 

Clause 12 b : And saw the sleeping Snow White; 

Clause 12 c : The prince liked her  

Clause 12 d : And he kissed her 

Clause 12 e : Causing Snow White to awaken from her slumber.  

Clause 13 a : They both married 

Clause 13 b : And they had a happy life together. 

 

Student L 

Clause 1 a One day a fox was wandering through the woods 

Clause 1 b When he noticed a cluster of grapes,  

Clause 1 c It hanging from a high limb.  

Clause 2 a The fox said,  

Clause 2 b Just the thing to quench my thirst.  
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Clause 3 a The fox took a few paces back 

Clause 3 b And the fox leaped 

Clause 3 c Narrowly the fox missed the dangling grapes.  

Clause 4 a The fox stepped back a few yards  

Clause 4 b And attempted to approach them again, 

Clause 4 b But the fox was unsuccessful.  

Clause 5 a They're probably sour anyways 

Clause 5 b The fox grumbled  

Clause 5 c As he turned his nose up. 

Clause 6 Then the fox started walking away. 

 

Student M 

Clause 1 a : A rabbit was bragging  

Clause 1 b : About how fast he could sprint one day.  

Clause 2 : He was giggling at the turtle's sluggishness.  

Clause 3 a : The rabbit was surprised  

Clause 3 b : When the turtle challenged him to a race. 

Clause 4 a : The rabbit accepted the challenge  

Clause 4 b : Since he believed  

Clause 4 c : It was a nice prank.  

Clause 5 : The fox was supposed to be the race's umpire.  

Clause 6 a : The rabbit started the race far ahead of the turtle,  

Clause 6 b : Exactly as everyone expected.  
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Clause 7 a : When the rabbit reached the midway point, 

Clause 7 b : He couldn't find the turtle.  

Clause 8 a : He was hot   

Clause 8 b : and he fatigued, 

Clause 8 c : So he decided to pull over  

Clause 8 d : And he take a sleep.  

Clause 9 : The turtle continued to move in a step-by-step way during this 

time.  

Clause 10 a : No matter how hot or exhausted he was,  

Clause 10 b : He never gave up.  

Clause 12 a : However, the rabbit slept longer  

Clause 12 b : Than he had anticipated and awoke.  

Clause 13 : The turtle was nowhere to be seen!  

Clause 14 a : He raced to the finish line at high speed, 

Clause 14 b : And the turtle had arrived first. 

 

Student N 

Clause 1 a : One time a farmer went to the goose's nest  

Clause 1 b : And He found eggs there, all yellow and shiny.  

Clause 2 a : When he took it,  

Clause 2 b : It weighed like a rock.  

Clause 3 a : He was going to throw it away 

Clause 3 b : Because he thinks someone's playing him.  
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Clause 4 a : But when he looked back,  

Clause 4 b : He took it home  

Clause 4 c : And happily discovered  

Clause 4 d : That it was a pure golden egg!  

Clause 5 : He sold eggs for much money 

Clause 6 : Every morning geese lay another golden egg  

Clause 6 : And soon the farmer is enriched by selling eggs.  

Clause 7 : When he got rich,  

Clause 7 : He also got greedy 

Clause 8 :  "Why should I wait to get only one egg a day?" 

Clause 8 :  He thought.  

Clause 9 : I'll open the goose  

Clause 9 : And I remove all the eggs at once.  

Clause 10 : When the goose heard the farmer's plan,  

Clause 10 : He flew to a nearby farm.  

Clause 11 : So when the farmer came out the next day, 

Clause 11 : He didn't put anything in the goose nest. 

 

Student O 

Clause 1 : Three fish used to reside in a pond.  

Clause 2 a : Some fisherman happened 

Clause 2 b : And noticed the fish.  

Clause 3 : There is much fish in this pond.  
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Clause 4 : We've never fished in this area before.  

Clause 5 a : We need to return with our nets early tomorrow morning  

Clause 5 b : To catch these fish.'  

Clause 6 : The fisherman then left. 

Clause 7 a : The eldest fish was disturbed  

Clause 7 b : When he heard this.  

Clause 8 a : He gathered the other fish  

Clause 8 b : And He said, 

Clause 8 c :  "We must leave this pond immediately." 

Clause 9 a :  Tomorrow, the fisherman will come back  

Clause 9 b : And he slaughter us all. 

Clause 10 : ” The second fish nodded in agreement.  

Clause 11 : The youngest fish chuckled  

Clause 12 a : “Should these folks be allowed to return?  

Clause 12 b : I'm not leaving 

Clause 12 c : My good fortune will keep me safe. 

Clause 13 : The eldest fish and his entire family fled the pond that evening.  

Clause 14 a : When the second fish noticed the fishermen approached the 

location early the following day 

Clause 14 b : He immediately left the pond with his entire family.  

Clause 15 : Even then, the third fish refused to depart. 

Clause 16 a : When the fishermen arrived 

Clause 16 b : They caught all of the remaining fish in the pond. 
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Student P 

Clause 1 a : Once upon a time, there was a season  

Clause 1 b : When loneliness was in the middle of a vast pine forest in  Italian 

countryside. 

Clause 2 : He had always wished to start a family.  

Clause 3 : He goes to cut wood for city dwellers every day.  

Clause 4 a : One day, an idea came to him:  

Clause 4 b : He wanted to make a doll,  

Clause 4 c : The doll named Pinocchio 

Clause 5 a : He created the doll, 

Clause 5 b : And the doll came alive at night!  

Clause 6 a : After a year of joy and suspense,  Gepetto informed Pinocchio  

Clause 6 b : That it was his birthday on sunday morning  

Clause 7 a : I hope you remember it!  

Clause 7 b : Yes, of course!  

Clause 7 c : Pinocchio was uncomfortable.  

Clause 8 : He was unconcerned about it.  

Clause 9 a : Gepetto's birthday was barely three days away,  

Clause 9 b : And he hasn't planned anything for it.  

Clause 10 a : After a long night of deliberation, 

Clause 10 b : Pinocchio decided to give his made chocolate cake as a gift. 

Clause 11 a : Pinocchio got ready to walk outdoors  
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Clause 11 b : When the sun rose to find the materials.  

Clause 12 a : The big issue was, that he had no idea  

Clause 12 b : What he entered  

Clause 12 c : or how to make a cake.  

Clause 13 a : So after school, he decided to go acquire things 

Clause 13 b : For someone to create a cake.  

Clause 14 : The wooden doll Pinocchio met the city of shaman on his 

journey.  

Clause 15 a : Do you ask for help with your chocolate cake, my little boy?  

Clause 15 b : Can you assist me, Hum? ,  

Clause 16  : Pinocchio inquired.  

Clause 17 a : Please follow me!  

Clause 17 b : After a few minutes of travelling, Pinocchio came upon a huge 

candy store.  

Clause 18 a : Pinocchio was trapped by a big cage  

Clause 18 b : As they entered together.  

Clause 19 a : Yihaa  Finally, I'll be able to catch you!  

Clause 19 b :  You are mine,  

Clause 19 c : And you will serve me!,  

Clause 19 d : She replied. 

 

Student Q 

Clause 1 a : Once upon a time, Monkeys used dance during animal gatherings,  
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Clause 1 b : And they were all so pleased with his look  

Clause 1 c : That they made him their king.  

Clause 2 a : They envious of his honor,  

Clause 2 b : And took the Monkey there 

Clause 3 a : The Fox explained  

Clause 3 b : That he had discovered a store in the jungle  

Clause 3 c : That he had to not use,  

Clause 3 d : But had reserved for him as his royal treasure,  

Clause 3 e : And he recommended him to take it.  

Clause 4 a : Oh Monkey, and you with thinking like yours, 

Clause 4 b : Will become the King of animals,  

Clause 4 c : Fox said  

Clause 4 d : As the monkey approached recklessly  

Clause 4 e : And was caught in a trap. 

 

Student R 

Clause 1 a : Once upon a time, there was a large apple tree provided delicious 

apples to the people 

Clause 1 b : Who lived nearby.  

Clause 2 a : There was also a young boy  

Clause 2 b : who became an apple tree's best buddy. 

Clause 3 a : The boy used to climb the apple tree's branches,  

Clause 3 b : He sleep in its shadow,  
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Clause 3 c : And he pluck its apples  

Clause 3 d : When he was younger.  

Clause 4 a : He went to the apple tree every day  

Clause 4 b : And he ate some apples.  

Clause 5 : After several days, the boy came to the tree.  

Clause 6 : The apple tree was so happy to see the boy.  

Clause 7 : It asked the boy to play.  

Clause 8 a : Unfortunately, the boy said 

Clause 8 b : That he was not a child anymore.  

Clause 9 : He didn’t want to play with the tree.  

Clause 10 : But he asked for another request from the apple tree.  

Clause 11 a : The boy said  

Clause 11 b : he needed toy 

Clause 11 c : But his parents didn’t have money to buy them for him 

Clause 12 a : The tree said, 

Clause 12 b : Dear my boy, I don’t have any money to buy it for you 

Clause 12 c : But you can pick my apples,  

Clause 12 d : Then  you can sell them,  

Clause 12 e :  You can get money  

Clause 12 f : And  you can buy the toys you want. 

Clause 13 a : The boy went happily to his home after plucking apples.  

Clause 13 b : After he plucking apples.  

Clause 14 : The tree was waiting to see the boy return.  
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Clause 15 : But he never came back for many years.  

Clause 16 a : The apple tree was sad  

Clause 16 b : And it didn’t produce any apples anymore. 

 

Student S 

Clause 1 a : Once upon a time, there was a lovely girl  

Clause 1 b : She wore a crimson cape with a hood all the time.  

Clause 2 : She was named "Red Riding Hood."  

Clause 3 a : She planned to pay a visit to his grandma, 

Clause 3 b : his grandma lived deep in the woods.  

Clause 4 : Her mother forbade her from conversing with strangers. 

Clause 5 : A ruthless wolf resided in the woods.  

Clause 6 a : The wolf wanted to eat Red Riding Hood 

Clause 6 b : When he spotted her.  

Clause 7 a : The wolf approached her  

Clause 7 b : And the wolf inquired about her plans.  

Clause 8 a : The wolf decided to eat his grandma first 

Clause 8 b : Then the wolf wait for his mother.  

Clause 9 a : The wolf gobbled Grandma whole  

Clause 9 b : When he got to her house.  

Clause 10 a : The wolf then carefully dressed on Grandma's garments  

Clause 10 b : And the wolf crept into bed,  

Clause 10 c : The wolf Waiting for the Red Riding Hood. 
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Clause 11 a : When the Red Riding Hood saw the grandmother's arm, ears, and 

enormous fangs,  

Clause 11 b : She was taken aback.  

Clause 12 a : In a second, the wolf sprang out laughing  

Clause 12 b : And pouncing on her.  

Clause 13 a : Red Riding Hood was afraid  

Clause 13 b : And cried out for assistance.  

Clause 14 a : At home, a good woodcutter noticed  

Clause 14 b : The enormous wolf attempting to get the tiny girl.  

Clause 15 : He slammed his ax into the wolf's head right away. 

Clause 16 : The grandma was cut out of the wolf's stomach by the woodcutter 

and Red Riding Hood.  

Clause 17 : She joyfully hugged Red Riding Hood.  

Clause 18 : A large terrible wolf could no longer harm anyone.  

Clause 19 : The Red Riding Hood had never spoken to a stranger since that 

day. 

 

Student T 

Clause 1 : Once upon time, There are ants hunting for water.  

Clause 2 a : Finally, the ant came upon a lake  

Clause 2 b : And the ant want to sip the water. 

Clause 3 a : But then something unexpected happened,  

Clause 3 b : The ant fell into the water.  
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Clause 4 a : And despite the ant's best efforts to maintain their bodies afloat in 

the water,  

Clause 4 b : The ant eventually became exhausted  

Clause 4 c : And the ant accepted the condition.  

Clause 5 a : Ants prayed to God for assistance, 

Clause 5 b : He said, 

Clause 5 c :  "God, please aid me."  

Clause 6 a : Finally, a dove appeared 

Clause 6 b : And offers  help to the ant.  

Clause 7 a : The dove dropped a leaf,  

Clause 7 b : The ant climbed it,  

Clause 7 c : And the ant was able to remain floating  

Clause 7 d : And reached the lake's shore. 

Clause 8 : Finally, the ant managed to make it to the lake's edge.  

Clause 9 a : The ant remarked,  

Clause 9 b : Thank you dove, you helped me, 

Clause 9 c : To which the dove replied,  

Clause 9 d : You are welcome, be cautious,  

Clause 9 e : And then flew away from the ant. 

 

Student U 

Clause 1 : One hot day, a mouse was looking for water.  

Clause 2 a : After wandering around for a while,  
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Clause 2 b : He came to spring 

Clause 3 a : To reached the spring,  

Clause 3 b : he had to walk a very long way.  

Clause 4 a : When he was almost there,  

Clause 4 b : He slipped 

Clause 4 c : And accidentally fell into the abyss 

Clause 5 a : He might have fallen off the cliff  

Clause 5 b : If the dove in the tree nearby didn't see him.  

Clause 6 a : The dove saw 

Clause 6 b : That the mouse was in trouble, 

Clause 6 c : The dove quickly plucked a leaf from the tree  

Clause 6 d : And immediately dropped it into the ravine near the rat  

Clause 6 e : The dove tried to save himself.  

Clause 7 a : Then the mouse moved towards the tree branch  

Clause 7 b : And the mouse climbed on it.  

Clause 8 : Immediately carried safely to dry land.  

Clause 9 a : Not long after that, there was a hunter 

Clause 9 b : A hunter threw a net at a dove,  

Clause 9 c : Hoping to trap him in this way. 

Clause 10 a : Thinking for a moment about what he should do 

Clause 10 b : The mouse quickly bit the person’s heel. 

Clause 11 a : He feeling pain,  

Clause 11 b : The hunter dropped the net  
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Clause 11 c : And then a dove flew quickly out of the net. 

 

Student V 

Clause 1 : Foxes and cats were having a friendly conversation one day.  

Clause 2 a : Foxes was conceited creatures  

Clause 2 b : Foxes frequently boast about themselves.  

Clause 3 a : “At least I know a hundred methods to keep away from the dog" 

Clause 3 b : The fox stated at the time.  

Clause 4 a : Cat said 

Clause 4 b : I only know one method  

Clause 5 a : All well, maybe someday when I have time,  

Clause 5 b : I'll teach you 

Clause 5 c : Fox answered. 

Clause 6 a : A swarm of dogs approached them a moment later,  

Clause 6 b : And they heard barking.  

Clause 7 a : “This is the only trick I know,”  

Clause 7 b : The cat said  

Clause 7 c : As he dashed for the tree.  

Clause 8 a : Which of your hundred tricks?  

Clause 8 b : The cat inquired. 

Clause 9 a : The fox sat peacefully underneath the tree,  

Clause 9 b : Pondering which tricks he should do.  

Clause 10 a : The dog mobbed the fox 
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Clause 10 b : Even before he had a trick. 

 

Student W 

Clause 1 : An ant was looking for some water on a sweltering day.  

Clause 2 a : She arrived in spring  

Clause 2 b : After strolling around for a while.  

Clause 3 a : She had to climb up a blade of gras 

Clause 3 b : To get to the spring.  

Clause 4 a : She stumbled 

Clause 4 b : And she fell into the lake accidentally 

Clause 4 c : While climbing up. 

Clause 5 a : She may have drowned 

Clause 5 b : if a dove  hadn't noticed her.  

Clause 6 a : When the dove noticed  

Clause 6 b : The ant was in distress, 

Clause 6 c : It hurriedly plucked a leaf from a nearby tree 

Clause 6 d : And dropped it into the water near the struggling ant.  

Clause 7 a : The ant then came closer to the leaf  

Clause 7 b : And crawled up it.  

Clause 8 : It quickly brought her to dry ground. 

Clause 9 a : Soon later, a hunter arrived 

Clause 9 b : And threw his net at the dove, 

Clause 9 c : Expecting to catch it in this way.  
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Clause 10 a : The hunter dropped his net  

Clause 10 b : As he felt the agony,  

Clause 10 c : And the dove flew away rapidly. 

 

Student X 

Clause 1 a : Cinderella was once a lovely girl 

Clause 1 b : She lived with a wicked stepmother and stepsister.  

Clause 2 a : Cinderella was a dedicated worker 

Clause 2 b : Who put in long hours every day.  

Clause 3 a : His mother and brother went to the castle for a celebration one 

day, 

Clause 3 b : But Cinderella's stepmother did not invite her. 

Clause 4 a : Cinderella was disappointed 

Clause 4 b : Because she was not invited to the ball.  

Clause 5 a : However, a flash of light appeared, 

Clause 5 b : And a fairy mother came from the light.  

Clause 6 : And suddenly transform Cinderella into a more beautiful woman. 

Clause 7 a : Cinderella might finally attend a party 

Clause 7 b : And dance with the prince. 

 

Student Y 

Clause 1 a : Toba was a poor farmer 

Clause 1 b : Toba stayed in a village in North Sumatera.   
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Clause 2 : One day,  He decided to go fishing.  

Clause 3 : Fortunately, he was given a lovely goldfish.  

Clause 4 a : He brought it home  

Clause 4 b : And h intended to prepare it.  

Clause 5 a : When he returned home, 

Clause 5 b : The fish had transformed into a lovely woman. 

Clause 6 a : He told 

Clause 6 b : That the woman was cursed.  

Clause 7 a : She requested  

Clause 7 b : That Toba keep it a secret.  

Clause 8 a : Toba consented 

Clause 8 b : But only on one condition, she had to marry him.  

Clause 9 a : They married 

Clause 9 b : And they had one child named Samosir, not long after.  

Clause 10 : This kid loved to consume much food. 

Clause 11 a : One day, Samosir was requested by his mother 

Clause 11 b : To deliver lunch to father. 

Clause 12 a : He paused on his way to the rice field 

Clause 12 b : And he ate most of the meal.  

Clause 13 : Then, he delivered the remainder of the meal to his father.  

Clause 14 a : Toba became enraged 

Clause 14 b : And yelled at Samosir 

Clause 14 c : You are a fish kid 
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Clause 14 d : You're so greedy! 

Clause 15 a : Samosir sobbed 

Clause 15 b : And he asked his mother.  

Clause 16 a : He inquired   

Clause 16 b : Why his father referred to him as a "fish child." 

Clause 17 a : Toba had broken his commitment 

Clause 17 b : And the woman was furious.  

Clause 18 : Both the mother and the son vanished.  

Clause 19 a : There were soon springs 

Clause 19 b : It resulted in a large lake.  

Clause 20 : Toba Lake was the name of the lake.  

Clause 21 : Samosir Island was a piece of land in the center of Toba Lake. 

 

Student Z 

Clause 1 a : Once upon a time, a local king named King Sulahkromo 

Clause 1 b : King Sulahkromo ruled the land. 

Clause 2 :  Raden Sidopekso was the king's Prime Minister.  

Clause 3 : Sri Tanjung was the Prime Minister's wife's name.  

Clause 4 a : The king wanted her to be his wife 

Clause 4 b : Since she was so gorgeous. 

Clause 5 : The King dispatched his Prime Minister on a long expedition one 

day.  

Clause 6 a : The King attempted to locate Sri Tanjung 
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Clause 6 b : While the Prime Minister was away.  

Clause 7 : He failed. 

Clause 8 : He was quite enraged.  

Clause 9 a : When Sidopekso returned, 

Clause 9 b : The King informed him 

Clause 9 c : That his wife had betrayed him.  

Clause 10 : The Prime Minister was enraged by his wife's behavior.  

Clause 11 a : It was not true 

Clause 11 b : Felt to Sri Tanjung.  

Clause 12 a : Sidopekso, on the other hand, stated 

Clause 12 b : That he would murder her. 

Clause 13 : He led her to the river's edge.  

Clause 14 a : She said 

Clause 14 b : That her innocence will be established 

Clause 14 c : Before he killed her  

Clause 14 d : And he tossed her into the river.  

Clause 15 a : Sidopekso murdered her 

Clause 15 b : And he tossed her body into the river.  

Clause 16 a : The river was instantly cleaned 

Clause 16 b : And began to emit a beautiful scent.  

Clause 17 : “Banyu...Wangi... Banyuwangi,” Sidopekso stated.  

Clause 18 : This translated to "fragrant water."  

Clause 19 a : The evidence of heroic 
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Clause 19 b : And pure love gave birth to Banyuwangi. 

Student AA 

Clause 1 : Once upon a time, a great ruler named Bandung Bondowoso 

reigned supreme.  

Clause 2 : Prabu Baka was slain by Bandung Bondowoso during a conflict.  

Clause 3 : Then Bandung Bondowoso fell in love with Roro Jonggrang, 

Prabu Baka's daughter. 

Clause 4 : Bondowoso has his heart set on marrying this lovely princess.  

Clause 5 a : Besides, the princess hates him  

Clause 5 b : Because he killed her father.  

Clause 6 a : Roro Jonggrang was considering 

Clause 6 b : How she to decline Bodowoso's marriage proposal.  

Clause 7 a : Finally, she determined  

Clause 7 b : That she would marry Bandung Bondowoso 

Clause 7 c : Provided he could construct a thousand temples before sunrise. 

Clause 8 : Bondowoso erected several temples quickly with the assistance of 

genies.  

Clause 9 : Roro Jonggrang wanted to let him down.  

Clause 10 : She requested that all of the ladies in her community hit rice so 

that the rooster could signify that dawn was approaching.  

Clause 11 : Until 999 temples, all genies abandoned their endeavor.  

Clause 10 a : She requested 

Clause 10 b : That all of the ladies in her community hit rice 
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Clause 10 c : So that the rooster could signify that dawn was approaching.  

Clause 11 : Until 999 temples, all genies abandoned their endeavor.  

Clause 12 : They assumed that morning would follow. 

Clause 13 a : Finally, Bondowoso realized 

Clause 13 b : Roro Jonggrang had duped him 

Clause 14 a : He became enraged 

Clause 14 b : And cursed Roro Jonggrang, 

Clause 14 c : Turning him into a rock statue known as "Arca."  

Clause 15 a : To finish the idea of a thousand temples 

Clause 15 b : Roro Jonggrang statue is located within Candi Prambanan. 

 

Student AB 

Clause 1 a : A rabbit was wandered through the woodland 

Clause 1 b : One day when he came upon a cluster of grapes hanging from a 

high limb.  

Clause 2 a : The rabbit said,  

Clause 2 b : Just the thing to quench my thirst. 

Clause 3 a : The rabbit jumps after taking a few paces backward, 

Clause 3 b : after the rabbit taking a few paces backward, 

Clause 3 c : But he missed the hanging grapes.  

Clause 4 a : The rabbit took a few steps backwards 

Clause 4 b :  The rabbit sprinted 

Clause 4 c : And attempted to reach them again 
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Clause 4 d : But he was unsuccessful. 

Clause 5 a : Finally, the rabbit said, 

Clause 5 b : “They're probably sour anyway,” 

Clause 5 c : Before walking away. 
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APPENDIX 4 

Analysis of Process Types 

and Circumstantial 

Elements of the Students’ 

Narrative Texts
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Analysis of Process Types and Circumstantial Elements of the Students’ 

Narrative Texts 

Student A  

Clause 1 
There  was  a young lady. 

  Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 2 
Judy  was  the name of the young lady. 

Token Proc: Idf: Poss Value 

 

Clause 3 

Judy  was  a dog lover. 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 4 

Judy  want  a large dog. 

Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 5 
Judy  travelled  to Japan to see a pet store. 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Cause: Purpose 

 

Clause 6 
The grocer  in Japan, on the other hand, only  had  

Carrier Circ: Place   Proc : Att: Possesive 

 

Clause 7 
There  were  no large dogs  

  Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 8 
She  was  depressed. 

Senser   Proc: Phenomenon 

 

Clause 9 
She,  on the other hand,  did not give up. 

Senser   Proc: Phenomenon 

 

 

Clause 10 
Judy then  boarded  a train  to Russia. 
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Actor   Proc: Material Goal Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 11 a 
He  went  to a bank 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 11 b 
No huge dogs  were present  at that Russian bank. 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 12 a 
Judy  was  disappointed 

Senser   Proc: Behavioral 

 

Clause 12 b 
Because there  were  no dogs  at the Russian bank. 

Circ: Cause: Reason   Proc: Existential Existent Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 13 
Then,  she . made  her way  to Germany 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 14 
He  visited  a pet store. 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 15 a 
Judy  was  overjoyed 

Senser   Proc: Behavioral 

 

Clause 15 b 
Since  the pet shop  in Germany had five large dogs. 

Circ: Loc: Ti Carrier Circ: Loc: Place Proc : Att: Poss Attribute 

 

Clause 16 a 
Judy went  out 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 16 b 
And  He got  a large white and brown dog. 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 17 

The purchase price  was set  at 5 million Euros. 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 18 a 
Judy  was pleased  have a large dog 

Senser   Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 18 b 
But  she  had  little money. 

  Carrier Proc : Att: Prossesive Attribute 

Student B 

 

Clause 1 a 

Once upon a time,  in a school  there  was  a child  

Circ: Loc: Time Circ: Loc: Place   Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 1 b 

Who  liked  to ridicule  the weaknesses of others 

  Proc: Mental Phenomenon Circ: Manner: Comparison 

 

Clause 1 c 

His name  was  Jonny.  

Carrier Proc : Att: Possesive Attribute 

 

Clause 2 

Jhonny  likes to annoy  mia  by giving mia a cockroach.  

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behaviour Circ: Matter 

 

Clause 3 a 

He  gives  Mia  a cockroach  

Actor Proc: Material Recipient Goal 

 

Clause 3 b  

Because  Mia  is  afraid  of cockroaches. 

Circ: Cause: Reason Senser   Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

 

Clause 4 

Jhonny and Mia  were  assigned  by their teacher  to pick up  used bottles  on the school rooftop.  

Agent   Proc: Caus Actor Proc: Mat Goal Cir: Place 

 

Clause 5 

They  both  went up  to the rooftop.  

Actor   Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 6 a 

When  they  got  to the rooftop 
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Circ: Loc: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 6 b 

Johnny  was  scared 

Senser   Proc: Mental 

 

Clause 6 c 

Then  he  ran back to class.  

  Actor Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 7 a 

Mia  returned  to her class 

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 7 b 

She  gave  the used bottle  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7 a 

That  the teacher  asked  for.  

  Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 8 a 

The teacher  also  asked  jhonny 

Sayer   Proc: Verbal Receiver 

 

Clause 8 b 

Why  he  left  mia on rooftop 

Circ: Cause: Reason Actor Proc: Material Recipient Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 9 a 

Jhonny realized  

Senser Proc: Mental 

 

Clause 9 b 

That  he  also  had a fear  of heights 

  Senser   Proc: Mental Circ: Cause: Concession 

 

Clause 9 c 

He  told  this  to his teacher.  

Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage Receiver 

 

Clause 10 a 
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His classmates  laughed 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 10 b 

Jhonny  was  very embarrassed 

Senser   Proc: Mental 

 

Clause 11 a 

Then  jhonny  apologized  to mia 

  Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behavior 

 

 

Clause  11 b 

Because he  often taunted her 

Circ: Cause: Rs Behaver   Proc: Behavioural Behavior 

Clause 11 c 

He  promised  never to bother again 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Circ: Loc:Time 

 

 

Student C 

 

Clause 1 
Swan Lake is a timeless love story that blends magic is  a timeless love story 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 2 
Tragedy and romance  into four acts.  

Carrier Proc : Att: Circumstance 

 

Clause 3 a 
It  features  Prince Siegfried 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3 b 
A beautiful goose princess  named  Odette  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4 
Under the spell of a shaman,  Odette spends  her days  as a swan swimming  in a lake. 

  Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Role: Guise Circ: Place 

 

Clause 5 
The couple  quickly  fell  in love.  

Senser Circ: Extent: Freq Proc: Mental Phenomenon 
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Clause 6 a 
As in most fairy tales,  things  are not that easy 

Circ: Role: Guise Behaver Proc: Bahvioural 

 

Clause 6 b 
The shaman  has more tricks  to play.  

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 7 
That  brings  Odile,  into the picture.  

  Proc: Material Recipient Goal 

 

 

Clause 8 
Confusion, forgiveness, and a happy ending  with  Siegfried and Odette together forever. 

Carrier 

Proc : 

Att: 

Poss 

Attribute 

 

 

Student D 

 

Clause 1 a 
One day  there  was  a boy  named Dwik  

Circ: Loc :Time   Proc: Existential Existent Circ: Matter 

 

Clause 1 b 
He  was  my younger brother 

Carrier Proc: Att: Possesive Attribute 

 

Clause 2 
He  likes  playing games.  

Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 3 
The game  was  Mobile Legend.  

Carrier Proc: Att: Circumtance 

 

Clause 4 a 
He  often  plays  Mobile Legend games  in his spare time 

Actor Circ: Ext: Freq Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Location: Time 

 

Clause 4 b 
But  sometimes  he  also  forgets when  playing games 

  Circ: Ext: Freq Behaver   Proc: Beh Circ: Time Behaviour 
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Clause 4 c 
To the point  that  he  forgets  time  to eat and study. 

Circ: Matt   Behaver Proc: Beh Behaviour Circ: Cause: Purp 

 

Clause 5 a 
He  once  complained  of sore eye 

Actor Circ: Extent: Frequency Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5 b 
And  He  injured  his thumb. 

  Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 6 a 
And  his parents  reprimanded  him, 

  Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 6 b 
To the point  that  his cell phone  was  confiscated 

    Actor   Proc: Material 

 

Clause 6 c 
So  that  what  he  wanted  did not happen.  

Circ: Cause: Behalf     Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

 

Clause 7 a 
And  finally  he  only  played  the game 

  Circ: Extent: Dur Actor Circ: Extent: Freq Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 7 b 
When  he  finished  studying  with a maximum playing time of 1 hour. 

  Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Extent: Frequency 

 

 

Student E 

 

Clause 1 a 
One day  there  lived  a monkey 

Circ: Loc:Time   Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 1 b 
It  was  very greedy.  

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 2 
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Every day  the monkey  only  spends  his time  to eating and sleeping. 

Circ: Loc:Time Actor Circ: Ext: Freq Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Cause: Purp 

 

Clause 3 a 
The greedy monkey friends  invited  him  to find food together 

Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Cause: Purpose 

 

Clause 3 b 
The greedy monkey  did not  want to 

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 4 a 
When  the monkey's friend  came  with food 

Circ: Loc:Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 4 b 
The greedy monkey  immediately  snatched  it  from his friends. 

Actor Circ: Extent: Dur Proc: Mat Goal Client 

 

Clause 5 
The greedy monkey friends  are a little annoyed  with the greedy monkey's behavior. 

Behaver   Proc: Beh 

Circ: 

Man: 

Means 

Behaviour 

 

Clause 6 
Then one morning,  the monkey friends invited  the greedy monkeys  to find food together. 

Circ: Loc:Time Actor 
Proc: 

Mat 
Recipient Goal 

 

Clause 7 
But the greedy monkey  no longer  wants  to find food. 

  Behaver Circ: Ext: Dur Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 8 
Then one night  the greedy monkey  ran out  of food. 

Circ: Loc:Time Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 9 a 
That is  because  they never go looking  for food with their friends 

  Circ: Cause: Rs Behaver Circ: Ext: Freq Proc: Beh Circ: Cause: Purp 

 

Clause 9 b 
The greedy monkeys  starve  all night long 

Behaver Proc: Beh Circ: Extent: Dur 

 

Clause 9 c 
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The greedy monkeys  make  their  stomachs hurt  from not eating  all night. 

Actor 
Proc: 

Cau 
Receipent Goal Proc: Mat 

Circ: 

Extent: 

Dur 

 

Student F 

 

Clause 1 a 
There  was  a blind girl 

  Proc: Exi Existent 

 

Clause 1 b 
She  enraged  by the world 

Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 1 c 
She  detested  everything 

Senser Proc: Mental   

 

Clause 2 a 
She  didn't have  many friends 

Token Proc: Idf: Poss Value 

Clause 2b 
She  just  had  one lover 

Carrier   Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 2c 
Her friend  adored  her 

Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 3a 
She  used to remark  that 

Sayer Proc: Verbal   

 

Clause 3b 
If  she  could  see him, 

  Senser   Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 3c 
She would marry  him.  

Actor   Proc: Material Receipent 

 

Clause 4 
Someone  unexpectedly  gave  her  a set of eyeballs  one day.  

Actor Circ: Loc: Ti Proc: Mate Receipent Goal Circ: Loc: Ti 

 

Clause 5a 
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She  was  taken aback  

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 5b 
When  she  finally  saw  her lover 

Circ: Loc: Ti Senser Circ: Loc: Ti Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 5c 
And  She  discovered  

  Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 5d 
That he was blind 

  Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 6a 
You can see me now 

Senser   Proc: Mental Phenomenon Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 6b 
May we be married  

  Senser   Proc: Material 

Clause 6c 
The man said.  

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 7a 
And do  what 

  Proc: Material   

 

Clause 7b 
She Answered 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 8 
We would never be content. 

Behaver Proc: Beh Circ: Extent: Fre Behaviour 

 

Clause 9a 
I have regained  my eyes,  

Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9b 
But you are still blind 

  Senser     Proc: Mental 

 

Clause 10a 
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I am afraid 

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 10b 
It won't work out. 

Actor   Proc: Material 

 

Clause 11a 
I understand 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 11b 
He murmured softly 

Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 11c 
A tear in his 

eye  
and  a grin  on his face.  

    Proc: Behavioural Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 12 
I simply  want  you  to be happy  all of the time 

Actor   Proc: Mat Recipient Goal Circ: Loc: Ti 

 

Clause 13a 
Take care  of yourself 

Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 13b 
Don't  forget  about my eyes 

  Proc: Beh Circ: Matter 

 

 

Student G 

 

Clause 1a 
A woman  went  to the market one day  in an Arabian city  

Actor Proc: Mat Circ: Loc: Place Circ: Loc: Ti Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 1b 
And  she  purchased  a pretty hen.  

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 2a 
The hen  she  had bought  produced  a silver egg  a few days later,  

Actor Agent Proc: Causative Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Ext: Dur 
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Clause 2b 
It make her shock 

Actor Proc: Material Recipient Goal 

 

Clause 3a 
The woman  felt sure  she would never have to work again  

Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 3b 
If  the hen  can be coaxed  to lay  more than one egg  each day. 

  Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Ext: Freq Circ: Extent: Dur 

 

Clause 4a 
As a result, the woman  decided  to force the hen to eat  more 

Circ: Cause: Purp Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon Circ: Extent: Freq 

 

Clause 4b 
In order  to make  it to produce  more eggs.  

  Proc: Causative Actor Prc: Mat Circ: Extent: Freq 

 

Clause 5a 
The only impact was that  the hen  died  of indigestion  

Circ: Extent: Freq Circ: Cause: Rs Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 5b 
And  stopped  laying eggs  altogether. 

  Proc: Material Goal Circ: Extent: Freq 

 

Student H 

Clause 1 
Once upon a time,  a hat salesman  was  traveling  through the forest.  

Circ: Loc: Ti Actor   Proc: Mater Goal 

 

Clause 2a 
He was exhausted  

Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 2b 
and needed  to take a break.  

  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3a 
Then he came to a halt 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3b 
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And  spread  a towel  underneath a tree. 

  Proc: Material Goal Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 4a 
He  sat down  with his cap  on his head,  

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Matter Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 4b 
His bag  full of hats  close him.  

Carrier Proc : Att: Possesive Attribute 

 

Clause 5 
For one hour,  the hat seller  slept  soundly.  

Circ: Extent: Dur Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 6a 
When  he  peered up  into the sky,  

Circ: Loc: Ti Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 6b 
He  was taken aback  to discover 

Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 6c 
Monkeys  sitting on the limbs of a tree,  Each with a hat on their heads.  

Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 7a 
It  was clear  

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 7b 
That they were attempting to emulate him. 

  Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 8 
Then  he  decided  to return his headwear  to the monkeys by making a simple request.  

Circ: 

Loc: 

Ti 

Behaver 
Proc: 

Beh 
Phenomenon Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 9 
The monkeys  merely  made faces  at him in response.  

Actor   Proc: Mat Recipient Goal 

 

Clause 10a 
When  he  started  making gestures, 
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Circ: Loc: Ti Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 10b 
The monkeys  followed  suit.  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11 
Finally,  he  came up  with a brilliant idea.  

Circ: Extent: Dur Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 12a 
He  thought  to himself,  

Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 12b 
Monkeys  are  terrific imitators. 

Token Proc: Idf: Intensive Value 

 

Clause 13a 
So  he  removed  his own  headgear  

  Actor Proc: Mat Recipient Goal 

 

Clause 13b 
And  he  tossed it to the ground.    

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 14a 
And as he had predicted 

    Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 14b 
All off the monkeys removed their headgear 

Actor Proc: Mat Recipent 

 

Clause 14c 
And tossed them on the ground 

  Proc: Material Recipent Goal 

 

Clause 15a 
He quickly rose up 

Actor Circ: Manner: Comparison Proc: Mat 

 

Clause 15b 
He  got the hats,  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 15c 
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He  placed  them  in his bag,  

Actor Proc: Material Recipent Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 15d 
And he walked away 

  Actor Proc: Mat 

 

 

Student I 

 

Clause 1 
Sura and Baya  are  the two animals.  

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 2a 
The shark's name is Sura 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 2b 
And the crocodile's name is Baya 

  Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 3 
They are  marine animals 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 4 
Sura and Baya  were seeking  for food  at the time.  

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 5a 
Baya  saw  a goat  at the moment  

Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 5b 
And Baya said 

  Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 5c 
Yummy this is  my meal 

    Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 5d 
And Sura mentioned 

  Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 5e 
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There is no way 

  Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 5f 
You are selfish 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 6 
After that they battled over goats 

Circ: Loc: Time Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 7 
They  were exhausted  after a few hours. 

Behaver Proc: Beh   

 

Clause 8a 
They  live in various areas  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8b 
Because  they  are bored  of arguing.  

Circ: Cause: Rs Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 9a 
Sura is a water animal 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 9b 
Whereas  Baya  is a land animal.  

Circ: Manner: Comparison Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 10 
They would never fight because borders are beaches.  

Actor   Circ: Extent: Freq Proc: Mat Circ: Cause: Reason 

 

Clause 11a 
One day,  Sura  went to the ground  

Circ: Loc: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11b 
And he looked for food  in the river.  

  Behaver Proc: Beh Behaviour Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 12 a 
He was very hungry 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 
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Clause 12b 
And there was not much food  in the sea 

    Proc: Existential Existent Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 13a 
Baya  is very angry 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 13b 
When she finds out Sura 

Circ: Loc: Time Actor Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 13c 
That Sura is reneging  on a promise.  

  Behaver   Proc: Beh Behaviour 

 

Clause 14 
They fought again 

Actor Proc: Mat Circ: Extent: Freq 

 

Clause 15 
They both  hit each other.  

Actor 
Proc: 

Material 
Recipient 

 

Clause 16 
Sura bites  Baya's tail.  

Actor Proc: Mat Recipient 

 

Clause 17 
Baya  does  the same thing to Sura.  

Actor Proc: Mat Goal Recipient 

 

Clause 18a 
He  bites  so hard  

Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 18b 
That Sura finally gives up 

  Behaver Circ: Extent: Dur Proc: Beh 

 

Clause 18c 
And Sura returns to the sea 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 19 
Baya  happy 
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Behaver Proc: Beh 

 

 

Student J 

 

Clause 1 
Ana  enjoyed  running around  in the fields.  

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 2a 
Her parents  lived  near a rice field,  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 2b 
Which they frequented  on a daily basis.  

  Actor Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Dur 

 

Clause 3a 
Ana  may play beside a tiny brook 

Actor   Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 3b 
And she get his feet wet there 

  Actor Proc: Mat Recipient Goal Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 4 
Ana  like hunting tiny game 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 5 
Crickets, frogs, and fireflies  were  among his favorite prey.  

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 6a 
She captured a frog 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6b 
And she put it in a jar one day 

  Actor Proc: Material Recipient Circ: Loc: Place Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 7a 
When she was ready to pick up the frog 

Circ: Loc: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7b 
The frog  glanced  at hers 
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Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 7c 
And the frog said 

  Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 7d 
If you kiss me 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7e 
I will become a Prince 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8a 
Ana  finally kissed the frog 

Actor Circ: Extent: Dur Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8b 
And he was transformed into a prince 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9 
They were  good friend after that 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Student K 

Clause 1a 
Once upon a time,  a Queen  sat  behind the window, 

Circ: Location: Time Actor Proc: Material Circ: Location: Place 

 

Clause 1b 
She stitched 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 1c 
And She watched the snow fail 

  Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 2a 
Her finger was accidentally  injured by a sewing needle 

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 2b 
And her blood flowed into the snow 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 3 
As a result,  the queen  also  desired  a kid  with skin as white as snow and lips as crimson as blood.  

Circ: 

Cause: 

Purpose 

Behaver   
Proc: 

Beh 
Behaviour Circ: Accompaniment: Additive 

 

Clause 4a 
After same time has passed 

Circ: Location: Time   Proc: Material 

 

Clause 4b 
The queen  gave birth to a child named Snow White 

Actor Proc: Material Range Goal 

 

Clause 4c 
As he had predicted 

  Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 5a 
Snow White's mother died 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 5b 
When she was a young girl 

Circ: Location: Time Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 5c 
And her father married a wicked queen 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6a 
Who is the most gorgeous woman in the earth 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute Circ: Location: Place 

 

Clause 6b 
The queen  questioned  the magical mirror  every day. 

Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage Circ: Extent: Freq 

 

Clause 7a 
You are the most gorgeous, 

Token Proc: Idf: Intensive Value 

 

Clause 7b 
The magical mirror said 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 8a 
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And then the queen  asked the mirror the some question again 

  Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage Circ: Extent: Freq 

 

Clause 8b 
But the time  she  received  a different answer.  

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

  

Clause 9a 
The queen  felt  angry  

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 9b 

And planned 
to 

murder 
the most beautiful snow white in  the country 

  Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Manner: Comparison Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 9c 
After the magic mirror stated it 

  Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 10a 
Snow white bought 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 10b 
And she ate a poisoned apple 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10c 
That  the queen  disguised  as a merchant of poisoned apples.  

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11a 
Snow White  eventually fell  slumber 

Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11b 
Joined  by the dwarves,  for a long time.  

Proc: Material Circ: Manner: Means Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Clause 12a 
One day a prince went to the forest 

Circ: Location: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 12b 
And saw the sleeping Snow White 

  Proc: Mental Phenomenon 
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Clause 12c 
The prince liked her 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 12d 
And he kissed her 

  Actor Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 12e 
Causing Snow White to awaken from her slumber 

  Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 13a 
They both married 

Actor   Proc: Material 

 

Clause 13b 
And they had a happy life together 

  Actor Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Student L 

Clause 1a 
A fox  was wandering through the woods  one day 

Actor   Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 1b 
When  he  noticed  a cluster of grapes,  

Circ: Loc: Ti Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 1c 
It hanging from a high limb.  

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 2a 
The fox said 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 2b 
Just the thing to quench my thirst 

  Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 3a 
The fox  took  a few paces back 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3b 
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And the fox leapt 

  Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 4a 
The fox  stepped back  a few yards  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4b 
And attempted  to approach them again, 

  Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 4c 
But The fox was unsuccessful.  

  Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 5a 
They are probably sour anyways 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 5b 
The fox grumbled 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 5c 
As he turned his nose up 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6 
Then the fox started walking away 

Circ: Loc: Ti Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

 

Student M 

 

Clause 1a 
A rabbit  was  bragging  

Sayer   Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 1b 

About how fast he 
could 

sprint 
one day 

    Proc: Material Actor Goal Circ: Loc: Ti 

 

Clause 2 
He was gigling  at the turtle's sluggishness.  

Behaver Proc: Beh Behaviour 
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Clause 3a 
The rabbit was surprised 

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 3b 
When the turtle challenged him to a race 

Circ: Loc: Ti Actor Proc: Material Recipient Goal 

 

Clause 4a 
The rabbit accaepter the challenge 

Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 4b 
Since  he believed 

  Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 4c 
It was a nice prank 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 5 
The fox  was supposed  to be the race's umpire.  

Behaver 
Proc: 

Behavioural 
Phenomenon 

 

Clause 6a 
The rabbit  started  the race  far ahead of the turtle,  

Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 6b 
Exactly as everyone  expected.  

  Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 7a 
When  the rabbit  reached  the midway point, 

Circ: Loc: Ti Behaver Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 7b 
He  couldn't find  the turtle.  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8a 
He was hot 

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 8b 
and he fatigued 
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  Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 8c 
So he decided to pull over 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8d 
And he take a sleep 

  Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 9 
The turtle  continued  to move in a step-by-step  during this time.  

Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Extent: Dur 

 

Clause 10a 
No matter how  hot or exhausted  he was,  

    Proc: Behavioural Behaver 

 

Clause 10b 
He never gave up 

Behaver Circ: Extent: Freq Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 11 
He simply kept going and going 

Actor Circ: Manner: Comparison Proc: Material 

 

Clause 12a 
Hoever, the rabbit slept longer 

  Actor Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Dur 

 

Clause 12b 
Then he had anticipated and awoke 

Circ: Loc: Ti Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 13 
The turtle was nowhere to be seen 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 14a 
He raced to the finish line at high speed 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Manner: Quality 

 

Clause 14b 
And the turtle had arrived  first 

  Actor Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Dur 
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Student N 

 

Clause 1a 
One time  a farmer  went  to the goose's nest  

Circ: Loc: Time Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 1b 
And he found eggs there all yellow and shiny.  

  Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Acccompaniment: Additive 

 

Clause 2a 
When he took it 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 2b 
It weighed like a rock 

Behaver Proc: Beh Behaviour 

 

Clause 3a 
He is going to throw it away 

Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3b 
Because he thinks someone's playing him.  

Circ: Cause: Rs Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 4a 
But when he  looking back 

  Circ: Loc: Ti Behaver Proc: Beh 

 

Clause 4b 
He took it home 

Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 4c 
And he happily discovered 

  Actor   Proc: Mat 

 

Clause 4d 
That it was a pure golden egg!  

  Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 5 
He sell eggs for a lot of money.  

Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Cause: Purpose 

 

Clause 6a 
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Every morning geese lay another golden egg 

Circ: Loc: Time Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 6b 
And soon the farmer is enriched by selling eggs 

  Circ: Loc: Ti Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7a 
When he gets rich 

Circ: Loc: Ti Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7b 
He also gets greedy 

Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8a 
Why should I wait to get only one egg  a day? 

    Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Extent: Dur 

 

Clause 8b 
He thought 

Behaver Proc: Beh 

 

Clause 9a 
I will open the goose 

Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9b 
And I remove all the eggs  at once.  

  Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Extent: Frequency 

 

Clause 10a 
When  the goose  hears  the farmer's plan,  

  Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 10b 
He  flies  to a nearby farm.  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11a 
So  when  the farmer  came out  the next day, 

  Circ: Loc: Ti Actor Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 11b 
He did not put anything in the goose nest. 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Loc: Place 
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Student O 

 

Clause 1 
Three fish used to reside in a pond 

Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 2a 
Some 

fisherman 
happened  to be passing  by the pond  one evening  

Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Loc: Place Circ: Loc: Ti 

 

Clause 2b 
And he noticed the fish 

  Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 3 
There are a lot of fish  in this pond.  

  Proc: Existential Existent Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 4 
We have never fished  in this area  before.  

Actor Proc: Material Goal   

Clause 5a 
We need to return with our nets  early tomorrow morning  

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Manner: Means Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 5b 
To catch these fish 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 6 
The fisherman then left 

Actor   Proc: Material 

 

Clause 7a 
The eldest fish  was  disturbed  

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 7b 
When he heard this 

Circ: Loc: Time Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 8a 
He gathered the other fish  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 8b 
And he said 

  Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 8c 
We must leave this pond  immediately. 

Actor   Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Clause 9a 
Tomorrow the fisherman  will  come back  

Circ: Loc: Ti Actor   Proc: Material 

 

Clause 9b 
And he salughter us all 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10 
The second fish nodded in agreement 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 11 
The youngest fish  chuckled  

Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 12a 
Should these folks be allowed  to return?  

    Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 12b 
I am not leaving 

Actor   Proc: Material 

 

Clause 12c 
My good fortune will keep me safe 

Actor   Proc: Material Recipient Goal 

 

Clause 13 
The eldest fish and his entire family  fled the pond that evening 

Actor Proc: Mat Circ: Loc: Place Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 14a 
When the second fish noticed the fishermen approaching in the location  early the next morning. 

Circ: 

Loc: 

Ti 

Actor 
Proc: 

Mat 
Goal Circ: Loc: Ti 

 

Clause 14b 
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He  immediately left the pond  with his entire family.  

Actor 
Circ: Manner: 

Comparison 
Proc: Mate Circ: Loc: Place Recipient 

 

Clause 15 
Even then,  the third fish  refused  to depart. 

  Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 16a 
When the fishermen  arrived 

Circ: Loc: Ti Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 16b 
They  caught  all of the remaining fish  in the pond. 

Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Student P 

Clause 1 a 
Once upon time there was a season 

Circ: Loc: Time   Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 1b 
When  loneliness  was  in the middle of a vast pine forest in  Italian countryside. 

Circ: Loc: Ti Carrier Proc : Att: Int Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 2 
He had always wished to start a family 

Behaver   Circ: Extent: Freq Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 3 
He goes to cut wood for city dwellers  every day.  

Actor Proc: Mat Goal   Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 4a 
One day an idea came to him 

Circ: Loc: Ti Actor Proc: Mat Recipient 

 

Clause 4b 
He wanted to make a doll 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4c 
Which he would name Pinocchio 

  Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 5a 
He created the doll 
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Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5b 
And the doll came alive at night 

  Actor Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 6a 
After a year of joy and suspense Gepetto informed Pinocchio  on Sunday morning  

Circ: Loc: Ti 

Circ: 

Accompaniment: 

Additive 

Actor 
Proc: 

Mat 
Recipient Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 6b 
That It was his birthday 

  Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 7a 
I hope you remember it 

Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 7b 
Yes of course! 

Proc: 

Existential 
Existent 

 

Clause 7c 
Pinocchio  is  uncomfortable.  

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 8 
He  is  unconcerned  about it.  

Behaver   Proc: Beha Circ: Matter 

 

Clause 9a 
Gepetto's birthday  is  barely three days away,  

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 9b 
And he  hasn't planned  anything for it.  

  Behaver Proc: Beh Behaviour 

 

Clause 10a 
After a long night  of deliberation, 

Circ: Extent: Duration Proc: Existential 

 

Clause 10b 
Pinocchio  decided  to give his made chocolate cake as a gift. 
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Behaver Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 11a 
Pinocchio  gets  ready to walk outdoors  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11b 
When  the sun rises to find the materials.  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 12a 
The big issue  is that he has no idea  

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 12b 
When  he entered 

Circ: Loc: Time Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 12c 
Or how to make  a cake 

    Proc: Material Goal 

 

 

Clause 13a 
So after school he decided to go acquire things 

Circ: Loc: Ti Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 13b 
For someone  to create a cake 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 14 
The wooden doll Pinocchio  met  the city of shaman on his journey.  

Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 15a 
Do you ask for help with your chocolate cake,  my little boy?  

  Actor Proc: Causative Proc: Mat Agent Actor 

 

Clause 15b 
Can you assist me. hum ? 

  Actor Proc: Causative Recipient   

 

Clause 15c 
Pinocchio inquired.  

Sayer Proc: Verbal 
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Clause 16a 
Sure, I am capable 

  Behaver   Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 17a 
Please follow me 

  Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 17b 
After a few minute of travelling Pinocchio  came  upon a huge candy store.  

Circ: Loc: Ti Circ: Matter Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 18a 
Pinocchio was trapped  by a big cage  

Actor   Proc: Material Circ: Manner: Means 

 

Clause 18b 
As they entered together 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 19a 
Yihaa  Finally,  I will be able  to catch you!  

  Actor   Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 19b 
You are mine 

Carrier Proc : Att: Possesive Attribute 

 

Clause 19c 
And you will serve me 

  Actor   Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 19d 
She replies 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

 

Student Q 

 

Clause 1a 
Once upon time,  Monkeys  used  dance  during animal gatherings,  

Circ: Loc: Ti Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Clause 1b 
And they were all so pleased with his look  

  Behaver Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 
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Clause 1c 
That they made him their king 

  Actor Proc: Material Recipient Circ: Manner: Degree 

 

Clause 2a 
They envious of his honor 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 2b 
And took the Monkey there 

  Proc: Material Goal Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 3a 
A fox explained 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 3b 
That he  had discovered a store in the jungle 

  Actor   Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 3c 
That he  had not used 

  Actor   Proc: Material 

 

Clause 3d 
But had reserved for him as his royal treasure,  

    Proc: Mat Recipient Goal 

 

Clause 3e 
And he recommended  him to take it.  

  Behaver Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 4a 
Oh Monkey, and you  with  thinking  like yours, 

  Behaver   Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 4b 
Will become the King of animals,  

  Proc: Material Circ: Manner: Degree 

 

Clause 4c 
Fox said 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 4d 
As the monkey  approached  recklessly  

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 4e 
And  was caught  in a trap. 

  Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

 

Student R 

 

Clause 1a 
Once upon a time,  there  was  a large apple tree 

Circ: Loc: Time   Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 1b 
That provided delicious apples to the people 

  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 1c 
Who lived nearby 

  Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Distance 

 

Clause 2a 
There was also a young boy 

  Proc: Existential   Existent 

 

Clause 2b 
Who became an apple tree's best buddy. 

  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3a 
The boy used to climb the apple tree's branches,  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3b 
He sleep in its shadow,  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3c 
And he pluck its apples  

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3d 
When he was  younger 

Circ: Loc: Time Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 4a 
He went to the apple tree  every day  

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Loc: Time 
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Clause 4b 
And he ate some apples.  

  Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 5 
After several days,  the boy  came  to the tree.  

Circ: Extent: Dur Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6 
The apple tree  was  so happy to see the boy 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 7 
It asked the boy to play 

Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 8a 
Unfortunately,  the boy said 

  Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 8b 
That he was not a child anymore 

  Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 9 
He did not want to play with the tree 

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 10 
But he asked another request to the apple tree.  

  Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 11a 
The boy said 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 11b 
He needed toy 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 11c 
But his parents did not have money to buy it 

  Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 12a 
The tree said 
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Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 12b 
Dear my boy, I don not have any money to buy it for you 

Agent Actor   
Proc: 

Mat 
Goal 

Circ: 

Cause: Pr 
Recipient 

 

Clause 12c 
But you can  pick my apples 

  Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 12d 
Then you can  sell them 

  Actor   Proc: Material Client 

 

Clause 12e 
you can  get money 

Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 12f 
And you can  buy the toys you want 

  Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 13a 
The boy went happily to his home 

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 13b 
after he plucking apples 

Circ: Loc: Ti Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 14 
The tree was waiting to see  the boy return 

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 15 
But he never came back for many years 

  Actor Circ: Extent: Freq Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Dur 

 

Clause 16a 
The apple tree was sad 

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 16b 
And it did not produce any apples anymore 

  Actor   Proc: Material Goal 
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Student S 

 

Clause 1a 
Once upon a time there was a lovely girl 

Circ: Loc: Time   Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 1b 
She wore a crimson cape with a hood  all the time.  

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Ext: Dur 

 

Clause 2 
She was named Red Riding Hood.  

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 3a 
She planned to pay a visit to his grandma, 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3b 
his grandma lived deep in the woods.  

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 4 
Her mother forbade  her from conversing with strangers. 

Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 5 
A ruthless wolf  resided  in the woods.  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6a 
The wolf  wanted  to eat Red Riding Hood 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 6b 
When he spotted her 

Circ: Loc: Time Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 7a 
The wolf  approached her 

Actor Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 7b 
And The wolf  inquired about her plans.  

  Sayer Proc: Verbal Circ: Matter 
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Clause 8a 
The wolf made the decision  to eat his grandma first,  

Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 8b 
Then the wolf wait for his mother 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9a 
The wolf gobbled Grandma whole 

Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 9b 
When he got at her house 

  Actor Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 10a 
The wolf then carefully dressed on Grandma's garments  

Actor     Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10b 
And the wolf crept into the bed 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10c 
The wolf waiting for the Red Riding Hood. 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 11a 
When the Red Riding Hood  saw the grandmother's arm, ears, and enormous fangs,  

Circ: 

Loc: Ti 
Actor 

Proc: 

Mat 
Goal 

 

Clause 11b 
She was taken a back 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 12a 
In a second,  the wolf  sprang out laughin 

Circ: Loc: Place Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 12b 
And pouncing on her 

  Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 13a 
Red Riding Hood was afraid 
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Behaver   Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 13b 
And cried out for assistance.  

  Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 14a 
At home,  a good woodcutter noticed 

Circ: Loc: Place Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 14b 
The enormous wolf  attempting  to get the tiny girl.  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 15 
He slammed  his ax into the wolf's head right away. 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 16 
The grandma was cut out of the wolf's stomach by the woodcutter and Red Riding Hood.  

Actor   
Proc: 

Mat 
Goal 

 

Clause 17 
She  joyfully  hugged  Red Riding Hood.  

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 18 
A large terrible wolf  could  no longer  harm  anyone.  

Behaver   Circ: Extent: Duration Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 19 
The Red Riding Hood  had  never  spoken  to a stranger 

Sayer   Circ: Extent: Freq Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

 

Student T 

 

Clause 1 
Once upon time,  There  are  ants hunting for water.  

Circ: Loc: Time   Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 2a 
Finally, the ant came upon a lake 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 2b 
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And the ant want to sip the water. 

  Behaver Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 3a 
But then something  unexpected  happened, 

      Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 3b 
The ant fell inti the water. 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4a 

And despite  
the 

ant's  
best efforts  to maintain  their bodies  afloat in the water,  

    Actor 
Circ: Manner: 

Quality 
Proc: Mat Recipient Goal 

 

Clause 4b 
The ant  eventually  becomes  exhausted  

Behaver Circ: Extent: Dur Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 4c 
And the ant  accepts  the condition.  

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5a 
Ants pray to God  for assistance 

Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Cause: Purpose 

 

Clause 5b 
He saying 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 5c 
God please aid me 

Actor Circ: Cause: behalf Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 6a 
Finally a dove  appears 

Circ: Loc: Time Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 6b 
And offers assistance to the ant 

  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7a 
The dove dropped  a leaf 
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Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7b 
The ant climbed it 

Actor Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 7c 
And the ant was able to remain floating  

  Behaver   Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 7d 
And reach the lake shore 

  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8 
Finally, the ant  manages  to make it to the lake's edge.  

Circ: Loc: Time Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9a 
The ant remarked 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 9b 
Thank you  dove,  you helped me 

    Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9c 
To which  the dove  replied,  

  Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 9d 
You  are  welcome,  be cautious,  

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute   

 

Clause 9e 
And then flew away from the ant 

  Circ: Loc: Time Proc: Material Goal 

 

 

Student U 

 

Clause 1 
One hot day, a mouse was looking for water 

Circ: Loc: Time Behaver Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 2a 
After wandering around for a while,  
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Circ: Loc: Time Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 2b 
He came to spring 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3a 
In order to  reach  the spring,  

  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3b 
He had to walk a very long way.  

Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4a 
When he was almost there 

  Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 4b 
He slipped 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 4c 
And accidentally fell into the abyss 

    Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5a 
He  might have fallen  off the cliff  

Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5b 
If the dove  in the tree  nearby  didn't see him 

  Senser Circ: Loc: Pl 
Circ: 

Extent: Dis 
  

Proc: 

Mental 
Phenomenon 

 

Clause 6a 
The dove seeing 

Senser Proc: Mental 

 

Clause 6b 
That the mouse was in trouble 

  Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 6c 
The dove  quickly  plucked  a leaf  from the tree  

Actor Circ: Extent: Dur Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Loc: Place 
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Clause 6d 
And  immediately  dropped  it into the ravine  near the rat  

    Proc: Material Goal Circ: Extent: Distance 

 

Clause 6e 
The dove was trying to save himself 

Behaver   Proc: Beh Behaviour 

 

Clause 7a 
Then the mouse moved towards the tree branch  

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7b 
And the mouse climbed on it 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8 
Immediately  carried  safely  to dry land.  

  Proc: Beh Phenomenon Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 9a 
Not long after that, there was a hunter 

Circ: Extent: Duration   Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 9b 
A hunter threw a net at a dove 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9c 
Hoping to trap  him in this way 

Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 10a 
Thinking  for a moment  about what he should do 

Proc: Behavioural Circ: Extent: Dur Circ: Matter 

 

Clause 10b 
Then the mouse quickly bit the heel of the person 

  Actor Circ: Extent: Dur Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11a 
He feeling pain 

Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 11b 
The hunter dropped the net 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 11c 
And then a dove  flew  quickly  out of the net. 

    Actor Proc: Mat Circ: Extent: Dur Goal 

 

 

Student V 

 

Clause 1 
Foxes and cats  were  having a friendly conversation  one day. 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 2a 
Foxes  are  conceited creatures  

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 2b 
Foxes frequently boast about themselves 

Behaver Circ: Extent: Freq Proc: Beh Circ: Matter 

 

Clause 3a 
At least  I know  a hundred methods to keep away from the dog 

Circ: Ext: Freq Behaver Proc: Beh Behaviour 

 

Clause 3b 
The fox stated at the time 

Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 4a 
Cat said 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 4b 
I only know to deceive dogs.  

Behaver Circ: Extent: Freq Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 5a 
All well maybe someday when I have time 

  Circ: Loc: Ti Carrier Proc : Att: Poss Attribute 

 

Clause 5b 
I will teach  you 

Actor   Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 5c 
Fox  answered 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 
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Clause 6a 
A swarm of dogs  approached  them  a moment later,  

Actor Proc: Material Recipient Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Clause 6b 
And they heard barking 

  Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 7a 
This is the only trick I know 

  Phenomenon Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 7b 
The cat said 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 7c 
As he dashed for the tree 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8a 
Which of  your  hundred  tricks?  

  Recipient   Proc: Material 

 

Clause 8b 
The cat inquired 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 9a 
The fox sat peacefully  underneath the tree,  

Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 9b 
Pondering  which  tricks he should do 

    Proc: Mat Actor   Proc: Material 

 

Clause 10a 
The dog mobbed the fox 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10b 
Even before he had a trick 

Circ: Extent: Dur Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

 

Student W 
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Clause 1 
An ant was looking for some water  on a sweltering day.  

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural Behaviour Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 2a 
She arrived to a spring 

Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 2b 
After stroling around for a while.  

  Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 3a 
She had to climb up a blade of gras 

Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3b 
To get  to the spring.  

Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4a 
She stumbled 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 4b 
And she fell into the lake accidently 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4c 
While climbing up 

  Proc: Material 

 

Clause 5a 
She may have drowned 

Actor   Proc: Material 

 

Clause 5b 
If a dove had not noticed her 

  Actor   Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 6a 
When the dove noticed 

  Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 6b 
The ant was in distress, 
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Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 6c 
It hurriedly  plucked  a leaf  from a nearby tree 

Actor   Proc: Material Goal Circ: Extent: Distance 

 

Clause 6d 
And dropped  it  into the water  near the struggling ant.  

  Proc: Mat Recipient Goal Circ: Extent: Distance 

 

Clause 7a 
The ant then came closer to the leaf  

Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7b 
And crawled up it  

  Proc: Mat Recipient 

 

Clause 8 
It quickly brought her to dry ground. 

Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9a 
Soon later a hunter arrived 

Circ: Loc: Ti Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 9b 
And threw his net at the dove 

  Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 9c 
Expecting  to catch it in this way.  

Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 10a 
The hunter dropped  his net 

Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 10b 
As he felt the agony 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 10c 
And the dove flew away rapidly 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal Circ: Extent: Duration 
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Student X 

 

Clause 1a 
Cinderella  was  once a lovely girl 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 1b 
She lived  with a wicked stepmother and stepsister.  

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 2a 
Cinderella is a dedicated worker 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 2b 
Who  put in long hours every day.  

  Proc: Material Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Clause 3a 
His mother and brother  went to the castle  for a celebration  one day, 

Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Cause: Purpose Circ: Loc: Ti 

 

Clause 3b 
But Cinderella's stepmother  did not invite her 

  Actor   Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 4a 
Cinderella is disappointed 

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 4b 
Because  she  was not  invited  to the ball.  

  Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5a 
However,  a flash of light  appeared, 

Circ: Cause: Concession Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5b 
And a fairy mother came from the light.  

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6 
And suddenly transform Cinderella into a more beautiful woman. into a more beautiful woman. 

  

Circ: 

Extent: 

Freq 

Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 7a 
Cinderella  may  finally  attend  a party 

Actor   Circ: Extent: Dur Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7b 
And dance with the prince 

  Proc: Material Goal 

 

 

Student Y 

 

Clause 1a 
Toba was a poor farmer 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 1b 
Toba stayed in a village in North Sumatera.   

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 2 
One day he decided to go fishing 

Circ: Loc: Ti Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3 
Fortunately, he was given a lovely goldfish.  

  Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4a 
He brought it home 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 4b 
And he intended to prepare it.  

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5a 
When he returned home 

Circ: Loc: Ti Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 5b 
The fish had transformed into a lovely woman 

Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6a 
He told 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 
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Clause 7a 
She requested 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 7b 
That Toba keep it a secret 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 8a 
Toba consented 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 8b 
But only on one condition she had to marry him 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 9a 
They married 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 9b 
And they had one child named Samosir  not long after.  

  Carrier Proc : Att: Poss Attribute Circ: Extent: Dur 

 

Clause 10 
This kids loved to consume a lot of food. 

  Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 11a 
Samosir was requested by mother 

Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 11b 
To deliver lunch to father one day 

  Proc: Material Goal Circ: Loc: Time 

 

Clause 12a 
He paused on his way to the rice field 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 12b 
And he ate the most of the meal.  

  Senser Proc: Mental Phenomenon 

 

Clause 13 
He then delivered the remainder of the meal to his father.  
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Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 14a 
Toba became enraged 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 14b 
And Toba yelled at Samosir 

  Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 14c 
You are a fish kid 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 14d 
You are so greedy 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 15a 
Samosir sobbed 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 15b 
And he asked to his mother.  

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 16a 
He inquired 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 16b 
Why his father reffered to him as a "fish child." 

Circ: Cause: Rs Sayer Proc: Verbal Verbiage 

 

Clause 17a 
Toba had broken his commitment 

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 18 
Both the mother and the son  vanished 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 19a 
There were soon springs 

  Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 19b 
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It resulted  in a large lake.  

Actor Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 20 
Toba lake is the name of the lake.  

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 21 
Samosir Island is a piece of land in the center of Toba Lake. 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

 

Student Z 

 

Clause 1a 
Once upon a time,  a local king named King Sulahkromo 

Circ: Loc: Time Carrier Proc : Att: Poss Attribute 

 

Clause 1b 
King Sulahkromo ruled the land. 

Carrier Proc : Att: int Attribute 

 

Clause 2 
Raden Sidopekso  was the king's Prime Minister.  

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 3 
Sri Tanjung was the Prime Minister's wife's name.  

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 4a 
The king  wanted her to be his wife 

Behaver Proc: Beh Behaviour 

 

Clause 4b 
Since she was so gorgeous 

  Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 5 
The King  dispatched  his Prime Minister on a long expedition  one day.  

Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Loc: Ti 

 

Clause 6a 
The King  attempted  to locate Sri Tanjung 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6b 
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While the Prime Minister was away 

  Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 7 
He fail 

Behaver Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 8 
He was quite enraged 

Behaver   Circ: Manner: Degree Proc: Behavioural 

 

Clause 9a 
When Sidopekso returned 

  Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 9b 
The king  informed him 

Actor Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 9c 
That his wife had betrayed him 

  Behaver   Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 10 
The Prime Minister was enraged  by his wife's behavior. 

Behaver   Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 11a 
It was not true, 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 11b 
Felt to Sri Tanjung 

Proc: Behavioural Phenomenon 

 

Clause 12a 
Sidopekso,  on the other hand,  stated 

Sayer   Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 12b 
That he would murder her 

  Actor   Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 13 
He led her  to the river's edge.  

Actor Proc: Mat Recipient Goal 
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Clause 14a 
She said 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 14b 
That her innocence  will be  established 

  Actor   Proc: Material 

 

Clause 14c 
Before he killed her 

  Actor Proc: Mat Recipient 

 

Clause 14d 
And he tossed her into the river 

  Actor Proc: Mat Recipient Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 15a 
Sidopekso murdered her 

Actor Proc: Material Recipient 

 

Clause 15b 
And he tossed her body into the river.  

  Actor 
Proc: 

Material 
Goal 

Circ: Loc: 

Place 

 

Clause 16a 
The river was instantly cleaned 

Actor   Circ: Extent: Freq Proc: Material 

 

Clause 16b 
And began to emit a beautiful scent.  

  Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 17 
Banyuwangi, Sidopekso stated 

  Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 18 
This   translates to "fragrant water."  

  Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 19a 
The evidence of heroic 

Proc: Existential Existent 

 

Clause 19b 
And pure love gave birth to Banyuwangi. 
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  Actor Proc: Material Range Goal 

 

 

Student AA 

 

Clause 1 
Once upon a time,  a great ruler  named  Bandung Bondowoso  reigned supreme.  

Circ: Loc: Ti Carrier 
Proc : 

Att: Poss 
Attribute Circ: Man: Degree 

 

Clause 2 
Prabu Baka  was  slain  by Bandung Bondowoso  during a conflict.  

Actor   Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Extent: Duration 

 

Clause 3 
Then Bandung Bondowoso  fell in love  with Roro Jonggrang, Prabu Baka's daughter. 

  Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 4 
Bondowoso  has his heart  set  on marrying this lovely princess.  

Actor   Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 5a 
Besides,  the princess hates him 

  Behaver Proc: Beh Behaviour 

 

Clause 5b 
Because he killed her father 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 6a 
Roro Jonggrang was considering 

Behaver Proc: Beh Behaviour 

 

Clause 6b 
How she to decline  Bodowoso's marriage proposal.  

  Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 7a 
Finally,  she determined 

  Behaver Proc: Beh 

 

Clause 7b 
That she would marry Bandung Bondowoso 

  Actor   Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 7c 
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Provided he could construct a thousand temples before sunrise. 

  Actor   Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 8 
Bondowoso erected several temples  quickly With the assistance of genies.  

Actor Proc: Mat Goal Circ: Extent: Freq Circ: Matter 

 

Clause 9 
Roro Jonggrang want to let him down.  

Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 10a 
She requested 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 10b 
That all of the ladies in her community hit rice 

  Actor Circ: Loc: Place Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 10c 
So that the rooster  could  signify  that dawn was approaching.  

  Actor   Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 11 
Until 999 temples,  all genies abandoned  their endeavor.  

  Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 12 
They assumed That morning would follow. 

Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 13a 
Finally,  Bondowoso realized 

Circ: Loc: Ti Behaver Proc: Beh 

 

Clause 13b 
He had been duped by Roro Jonggrang.  

Behaver Proc: Beh Behaviour 

 

Clause 14a 
He became enraged 

Behaver Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 14b 
And he cursed Roro Jonggrang 

  Behaver Proc: Beh Behaviour 
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Clause 14c 
Turning him into a rock statue known as "Arca."  

Proc: Mat Recipient Goal 

 

Clause 15a 
To finish the idea of a thousand temples 

Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 15b 
Roro Jonggrang statue  is located within Candi Prambanan 

Carrier Proc : Att: Circ Attributive 

 

 

Student AB 

 

Clause 1a 
A rabbit  was wandering  through the woodland 

Actor   Proc: Material Circ: Loc: Place 

 

Clause 1b 
One day when he came upon a cluster of grapes hanging from a high limb.  

Circ: Loc: Ti Actor Proc: Mat Goal 

 

Clause 2a 
The rabbit said 

Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 2b 
Just the thing to quench my thirst 

  Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 3a 
The rabbit jumps 

Actor Proc: Material 

 

Clause 3b 
After the rabbit taking  a few paces backward, 

  Actor Proc: Material Goal 

 

Clause 3c 
But he missed the hanging grapes.  

  Behaver Proc: Behavioural Behaviour 

 

Clause 4a 
The rabbit took a few steps backwards 

Actor Proc: Material Goal 
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Clause 4b 
The rabbit sprinted 

Senser Proc: Mental 

 

Clause 4c 
And attempted to reach them again 

  Proc: Beh Phenomenon 

 

Clause 4d 
But he was unsuccessful. 

  Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 5a 
Finally,  the rabbit said 

Circ: Loc: Ti Sayer Proc: Verbal 

 

Clause 5b 
They are probably sour anyway 

Carrier Proc : Att: Int Attribute 

 

Clause 5c 
Before walking away 

Circ: Loc: 

Time 
Proc: Material Goal 
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